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Abstract 

A search for the pair pr·odudion of charginos, xtx1, and the associated pair pro
duction of neutrali.nos, xgx?' has been perfomed ill the context of supersymmetric 
rnodels "~th a neutralino as the next-to-lightest upersymmetric particle and a 
gravitino as the lightest supersymmetric particle at the center-of-mass ene rgy of 
183 GeV. The data corresponding to 56.75pb-l collected with the OPAL detector 
at LEP have be~n used. o evidence for their existence was found. Cross section 
li mits on their production and the exclusion regions in tbe M2 vs. tt plane for 
non-zero x? lifetimes are presented. The exclusior1 region in t.he parameter space 
of the minimal gauge-mediated supcrsymmetry breaking model is also given. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The Standard Model (SM) in high energ,y physics provides a successful d scrip
lion of the phenomena which have been experimentally obsenred. 1t predicts 
the mdstance of the Higgs boson in order to allow th gauge bosons to acquire 
masses without destroying the gauge invariance. Since the vacuum expectation 
vahte of the Higgs field has been experimentally determined to be (H)=J7,J GeV, 
the Higgs ma.'lS should lie near the electroweak scale. However the Higgs mass 
receives very large quantum corrections [rom the vi rtual effects of various parti
cles which couple to the Higgs field. These corrections are of the order to which 
t lw 1 hcory is valid {its eut-ofl'), m1d where new physics appears. Tf the theory is 
valid up to the scalf' or the gaugt> unification (GUT) or Plank scale, extreme nne 
ltwiug is uecessary at each order of pertt1rbation theory to avoid the blow up of 
the Jiiggs ma.'lS. This is called the "natnralness" or "hierarchy" problem. 

Supersy.nunctry (SUSY) [1] can provide a solution to this problem. If SUSY is 
an exact syrnmetry, tbe SUSY 1 articles would have the same mMses as their SM 
partners. However since no S SY particles have been observed experimentally, 
SUSY nmst be a broken symmetry. Then it is important to understand the 
mechanism by which SUSY breaking occurs and is transmitted to the particles 
of the SM and their super partners. 

One possibility to understand this mechanism is a gravity-mediated approach. 
ln this approach SUSY is broken at, a scale of "" 108 TeV iu t~ sector (called 
"biddeu sector") which communicates with the particles of the minimal super
symrnetri ·standard model (MSSM) [2] only through gravitational interactio.os. 
This bas historically been the rnosl popular approach, and its phenomenological 
rorlsequence has been studied extensively. 

Another possibility is that dynamical SUSY brealcing occurs at a scale a.~ 

low as 10 '1i and SUSY breaking is transmitted by "messengers" through Lbe 
ordinary gauge interacLions [3, 4 5], whicb is ailed gauge-mediated SUSY brPak
ing(GMSB). GMSB models are highly predictive with respect to the phe.uornerrol
Ogy at the electroweak scale. In GMSB models, tbe masses of squarks, sleptous 
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neutralinos, and charginos are determined witb only <l handful of free parame
ters. In addition , navour-cba.nging neutral currents are automatically supprc cd 
because the gauge interaction docs not distinguish the navours. nothc.r strrik
ing feature is that t.he gTavitino is naturally the lightest supersymm tric parti
cle (LSP). Asstmling R-parity is conserved, the principal decay of the npxt-to-thc
ligbtest supersyrnmetric particle (NLSP) is t,o its partner plus a gra itjno. The 
longitudinal component of the gravitino, "t he goldstino", coupl s to matter witlr 
strength proportional to F- 1

, where .;F is the scale of SUSY breaking. For a 
plausible range ofF, the NLSP dec~y occurs near the interaction point or outside 
the detector. The decay of the NLSP i oside the detector leads to very distinctive 
signatures of GMSB models from the gravity-mediated SUSY breaking mod(•]. 

For the case of the neutralino NLSP and the gravitino LSP, the neutra.lino 
decays by x? -t 'YG after cascade decays of ohter SUSY particles to netrtrali nos. 
As it is mentioned above, the decay length could be in a range from micro co pic 
order lo the size of the detector depending on F. BecaLL~e of this reason it is very 
important to cousid r the decay length in searches for the signature of GMSB 
models, R ·cently the DELPHI [6] and DO [7) collaborations reported on the cr~ss 
se tion limit o[ the cbargiuo production with a zero lifetime decay of x? -t ,c. 

!11 1997 the LEP e+e- col.lider at CERN was mn at the new center-of-mass 
euergy ( JS) of 183 GeV. Search for chargiuos and n utralinos is performed ba.~ed 
ou GJv!SB models considering the lifetime ol' x?-> 7G. A data set corresponding 
to 56.75pb- ' collected with th OPAL detector in 1997 is used in this search 

T11 Chapter 2, an overview of the phenomenological aspects and experimen
tal signals expected iu the gauge-mediated SUSY breaking model arc presented. 
Th n the experimental apparatus and Monte Carlo event simulation are described 
in Chapter 3 and 4 respectivel . Th.e analysis method is presented in Chapter 5. 
Tn Chapter 6 experimental results and discussion are presented. We giv ' Hre 
conclusion in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 

Gauge-Mediated SUSY breaking 
model and Experimental 
Signatures 

In the framework of gauge-mediated SUSY brealcing models, the SUSY-brealcing 
sertor is coupled to the messenger sector, which in tw·n couples to the visible 
sector through the ordinary SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(l )y standard-model gauge 
intera tions. Ther are three remarkable signatures in this model: 

• The lightest, supersyrnm tric particle (LSP) is th gravitino. 

• Th spartricle llla..'ll 'S ar functions of the gaug(' quantum numbers aud can 
b calculated from a small number of parameters. 

• Flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC) can be automatically suppressed 
because the ordinary gauge interaction do not distinguish generations. 

In Section 2.1 the minimal model is brieOy describ d, in Section 2.2 phenomenol
ogy of the gravitino is given anJ. expected experimental signatures are presented 
in S 'Ction 2.3. 

2.1 The Minimal Model of Gauge-Mediated SUSY 
Breaking 

The minimal model of gauge-media(.ed SUSY breaking [4 , 5] consists of as t of 
m cnger fi ld. which transform as a single flavour 5+5 of SU(5) ; i.e. there are 
SU(3)ctriplets, q aud ij, and SU(2)Ldoublets, f and e. These particles are called 
messenger (s)quarks and (s)leptons which couple to a single gauge singlet field, 
S, through tbe superpotential 

(2.1) 
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where the fieldS should be thought of as a field which represents the dyna1nics 
that breaks SUSY. The scalar component and the auxiliary component of S, de
noted S (also) and Fs respectively are both assumed to have vacuum expectation 
values (VEVs). ConsequCilt.ly tbe ferrnionic components of q, ij and their scalar 
partners get masses as 

m1=M (2.2) 

mb = Jvf R I[ 
(2.3) 

where M=>.a(S) and 1\.=(F.s)/(S). 
In the same manner the fen:nionic components of e, e get a mass !vi, while the 

scalars get masses .M J1 ± i\fM, (assuming >.2 = >.:1)· Tbus a non-zero expec
tation value for the scalar component of S defines the order of the masses of 
the mcs.~engcr particles, M, and a non-zero e>q)ectation value for the auxiliary 
component, Fs, defines the SUSY-breaking s<.:ale within the messenger sector. 

The SUSY violation which appears iu the messenger spectrum is communi
cated to the visible sector (MSSM particles) through radiative corrections with 
gauge-i11teraction strength, as foUows. 

• The visible-sector gauginos obtain masses from the one-loop graph shown 
in Figure 2.1. The scalar (dashed) and fennion (solid) lines in thP loop 
are messenger fielcls, with q, ij loops giving mass to Lhe glnino (.ij) and thP 
bino (B) , and e, C loops giving mass to the wino ('vV) and bino fields. Tf 
(Fs) were 0, then the messenger scalars would bP degenerate with thei·1· 
fem1ionic superpartners and there would he no ·ontrihution to t.he gaugiuo 
masses. For (Fs) « >.,(S)2, the gaugino masses at the messenger scale are 
given by [4] 

(2.4) 

where for a more general messenger sector 1 N is the equivalent l1Jlmbt>r of 
SU(5) 5 + 5 representations. 

• The visible-~ector scalars do not get any radiative corrections to their 
masses at one-loop order. Their masses come from the two-loop graphs 
as shown in Figure 2.2. Tn the same limit (Fs) « >.,(S)2, the scalar masses 
squared at the messenger scale are [4] 

-2 2 [ (a3)
2 

(a2)
2 

3 (y)2 (a1 )2] m = 2/\. N Ca 411' + C2 411' + S 2 411' (2.5) 

where C3 = ~ for colour triplets and zero for singlets, C'2 = ~ for weak 
doublet$ and zero for singlets, andY is the ordinary hyp · rcbarge normalised 

1 The case of N =I is o(ten caUed ·'minimaJ model" . 
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llS Q = T3 + ~Y. 'Those coefficients are summarised in Table 2.1 for squarks 
and sleptons. 

<Fs > 

,--·*---, 
/;f 't;\ 

~~~~ ~~~~ 

<S> 

Figure 2.1: Contributions to the gaugino masses from on!.'- loop graphs involving 
virtual messenger particles. 

<I> ,-, 
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4> ,-, \ 
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- ~§_A_ 
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Figure 2.2: Contributions to tl1e sfermion squared masses fTom two-loop graphs, 
wh~re visible-sector gaugino and sfermion are denoted by ,\ and j respect ively. 
'TbP scalar and fcrmionic <·omponents of the messenger fi eld il> are denot d by 
dashl'd and solid li nes and ordinary gauge bosons are denoted by wavy lines. 

It can be clearly s en tbat l be param~ter \ , ets the global sca.le for t.be 
masses, and that the gaugino and scalnr masses go roughly as their gaug· cou
plings squared. T he bi1to and right-handed sleptons gain masse on ly through 
U(1)y interactions, therefore either can be the LSP. T h winos and left-handed 
slcptons, whicl1 transform 1u1der SU(2) 1,, arc , omewhat heavier. The strongly 
interacting squarks <tnd glitino a re signi ficant ly heavier than the other sparticles. 
These expressions for the masses have also the following remarkable feat ure. Tu 
the minimal mod l the squark, Jrft banded slepton, right handed slepton, and 
bino masses have the mMs ratios 
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Ca 3 for ~R,L 
0 for e. li 

c2 3 for <ir,, e~.,, ih 4 
0 for q//, f// 

'Table 2.1 : Coefficients used io Equation (2.5) for squarks aod sleptons. 

mq :meL : min: mil=11.6: 2.5 : l.l : 1. 

Therefore the bino is oat tLral candidate for the next-to-lightest supersymmctric 
particle (NLSP). 
For more general case (N ~ 1), the gaugino masses grow propo rtional!· toN,\ , 
while the scala r masses grow as ,fN 1\. For example in the case of N=2, ttw 
above masses a.re in the ratio 

nl{1 : mh : mlR: mil=l 0.6: 2.3 : 1 : 1.3. 

In t his case t he right handed slcpton is the candidate for the LSP. 

Below the messenger scale the particle content is just that of the MSSM plus 
the light gravitino discussed in tbe next section. In order to translate thes 
"boundary condi tions'' given at the messenger scale into physically meaningful 
quantities which describe physics at the electrowcak scale, it is n('cessary to evolve 
the gauge couplings, superpotential parameters and mass of sparticles t,u low en
erb'Y· 'This is clone by utilising the renonnaliztion grn11p (RG) eq11ations [16, 17]. 
ln Figure 2.3 an example of RG evo lu tion from in Reference [5] is shown. !Clerc, 
the boundary conditions are applied with M = 1\ =76 'TeV, N =1 (which cor
responds to m(.B) =105 GeV), tan,B =3 and 11 >0 supposing m1"" =175 GeV. 
It can be seen that the evolution of the up-type Higgs boson (If,,) mass squared 
is negative, which is caused by the contribution from stop-top loops due I o thr 
large top qtmrk Yukawa coupling. The negative value of m~1• leads to elect,roweak 
symmetry breaking at low energy. 

Trnposing correct electroweak symmetry breaking gives relations among the 
Higgs sector mass pararn ters: 

I 1
2 + m~o = (m71d +Ed) - (m71• + E,) ta.n2 f3 

fJ, 2 tan2 {3-1 
(2.6) 

. -2m?2 
Sill 2{3 = ( 2 '<"' ) ( 2 <> ) 2J J2' rnu. + ""'" + mfld + ""'d + · It 

(2.7) 

wbere Jl. is the Higgs mixing ma~s, cleOnecl by the Tiiggs bilinear terrn in the 
uperpotential 

(2.8) 
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Figure 2.3: An example of the RG evolution given in Reference [5]. Input pa
rameters for this calculation are !Yf =I\ =76 TeV, N =1 (which corresponds to 
m(B) =105 GeV), tan{J = 3 and/~ >0 supposi ng rntop =175 GeV. 

mL is aS SY-breaking counterpart of fJ,,2 defined by the following term in the 
scalar potential 

V = m~2H1 H2 + h.c., 

tan f3 is the ratio of the two VEVs written as 

(2.9) 

tan f3 = ~. (2.10) 
7id 

and I:~.d represent finite one-loop ·orri'Ctions from gauge interactions and top 
and bottom Yukawas [15]. From these relations the absolute val ue of f1, can be 
determined, although the field contents of gauginos also depends on , ign of It af
~l<'tiug th •ir phenomenology. Field <:ontcnts of gauginos are giv n in Appendix B. 

Thus, with clectroweak syrnmetTy breaking imposed, the parameters of lhe 
minimal model (N=1) can be tak n to be 

(tan /3, A, sign(1-1), M) 

For more general case, N ean be another input paTameter. 
In Table 2.1 two examples of the mass spectrum of gauginos and sfermi ous are 
presented for A=40 TeV, tL >0 and .i\1=100 TeV with two dif!'erent Nand tan {3: 
N = 1, tao f3 = 2 and N = 3, tan f3 = 35. 

Finally in this section it should be mentioned about the attractive feature of 
the GMSB model , automatic suppression of FCNCs. 
[n the gravity-mediated approach, there is no obvious reason why the SU Y
breaking ma'ises for quarks and sleptous shollld be Aavour-invariaot. The mis
match between the mass matrices for quarks anrl squarks (and for leptons and 

2mr2 is often seen in the literature as b, rn~ or 811. 
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Particle Mass (GeV) 
N=l,tanf3=2 N=3,tan (3=35 

1h, dr, 463.7,467.4 888.1 ,891. 7 
u·n,itl 446.2,445.6 859.0,857,3 

g 351.6 951.6 

VL,eL 134.5,146.9 251.5 
-± · O 
XI .X2 78.1 ,82.8 270A,2TI.7 

e,~ 77.4 132.0 
TJ 76.9 90.6 
-o 
Xt 43.0 156.0 

Table 2.2: The mass spectrum [or two cases N = l and tan {3=2, and N=3 and 
tan f3=35 nnder the conditions of /\.=40 TeV, fl > 0 and .M=1 00 TeV. f1 repre
sents the sta.u mass eigenstate which can be lighter than tbe otb.er right. h~Jided 
sleptollS due to the large mixing for large tan {J. 

sleptoJls) leads to FCNC processes sucb. as tbe 1• -t ey process or J(O - r<0 

oscillations3 shown in Figure 2.4 
On the other hand, in the gauge-mediated approach the masses of sqmtrks and 
slcptons clepeo.d only on their gauge quantum numbers. This leads automatical ly 
to the degeneracy of squarl< and slepton masses among their generations which 
is needed to suppress the FCNC processes. 

(a) 

_ ..... __ /"' 
~ ./ \e e 

,• .. a lko ... J • 

(b) 
c u d 

3-~*~-EN 
u c s 

- -4- "'*--4--

Figure 2.4: Diagrams whidt cause Oavour vio lation, (a) for/) -t er and (b) for 
T(o - K 0 osci llation. There ru·e similar diagrams which contributes to J(O - K 0 

oscillation in which the bino and gluino are exchanged. 

2.2 The Gravitino 

In the presence of spontaneous SUSY breaking, the spin-3/2 gravitiuo (G) gain. 
a mass by absorbing the spin-1/2 goldstino via the superhiggs mechanism, which 

"Current. limits on lbese procei)S(ls are Br(11 -> e'Y) < 4.9 x J0- 11 and m.Ko -
"7l11(o/mK•m••• < 9 X 10-IO [42]. 
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is entirely analogou to the ordinary Higgs me hanism i~ gauge theories by wtlich 
theW± and zo gauge boson gain mass. The result.ing G mass is given under ~he 
condition of varlishi11g cosmological constant by 

m- ---~24 --- V F ( n )2 

c- -/3Mp- · 100 TeV (2.11) 

where Mp ~ 2.4 x 1018 GcV is the reduced Plank mass and fl is the SUSY 
breaking scale [8]. _ 
This means that one has very different C).lJectations for the mass of the G in 
gravity-mediated and in gauge-mediated models, bt,cause they usually make a 
very difi'erent prediction for F. Since in the GMSB models the scale v'F asso
ciated with SUSY breaking can be as low as 10 TeV, the gravitino is naturally 
the LSP. Therefore if R-parity [9] is conserved, the NLSP which is thought to be 
a candidate of the LSP iu the gravity-mediated model will decay to its partner 
and the gravitino. 
The corresponding interaction Lagrangian for NLSP decays is given by 

[. -
1 ·a•· a c t. ---F;J ~' ,+~.c. 

wh re .i"'' is the superC11rrent [1 0] . 

(2.12) 

As Call lJc seen, the coupling is Sllppressed by 1/F compared to electroweak and 
strong interactions. This makes decay to the G sigoificaot only for the NLSP. 
However it should be also noted that the coupling is l<i.rger than the gravitational 
couplirtg which is suppressed by 1/Mp, possibly leading to the NLSP decay with 
d >t,cctable de ·ay length inside a detector. 

. discussed in the previous section, in the GMSB model the NLSP is ei
th 'r a n~utralino (N=l) 4 or a right-handed slepton (N >1 ). When the lightest 
ncutralino, :'(~, is NLSP, it decays by 

x? -t "''C: 
while a right-banded slepton, ln, LSP decays by 

ln-+ eC:. 

The decay width of 5:? -t "'(G is written, if it is mostly bi.no, B, as [12, 13] 

_ cos2 B w rn~o 
ret? -7 "'(G) = 167f F2 I (2.13) 

4 For large tan /3 , due to the mixing between left and right handed stat~s, the stau (f) can 
be 1,he NLSP. This is discussed in Section 0.3. 
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This t.ranslates to a decay lengttL 

(
100 GeV) 

5 
( .JF )

4 

:r ~ 130 ----;n:;- 100 TeV f.!,m. 
(2.] 1J) 

Accordingly there is a rauge of VF and mii for which the decay occurs wit,hin a de
tector, with the gravitino carrying off missing energy. The allowed lifetime rangr 
is determined by the max.imwn and minimum allowed VF in Equation (2.14). 
Requiring VF < 1010 GeV avoids a mixed gravity- and gauge-mediated scenario, 
and t.hus the re-introduction of potential unsupressed FCNCs associa~etl with 
gravity-m diated SUSY breaking. Cosmological considerations may be further 
restrictive, preferring VF < 2 x 106 Ge [13] . The lower limit i alJ o uncert.a:in, 
but v'F' > 104 GeV is preferred [13]. With a recent model VF ~ 105

- 106 is 
obtained by imposing superpartner mass n:suSI' ~ 102

- 103 GeV [14]. 
In principle, one can also have 5:~ -+ ZG or h0G, but the corresponding d cay 

width suffer a strong kinematical suppression and can be shown to be a lways 
negligible [ll.]. In tbe rest frame of tbc decaying x?, the photon is produced 
isot ropically(iodepenclent of tbe spin of x?l with nergy equal to mx?f2. 

For a slepton NLSP, the decay length of e -7 e + G has a similar order 
depending on IF and me-

2.3 Experimental Signature 

The decay of the NLSP t.o it partner plus t,he G within a detector leads to very 
distinctive signatures. If such signatures were established experimentally, one of' 
the mo.% important challenges w·ould be to measure the distribution of final path 
lengths for the NLSP, thereby giving a direct. measurement of the SUSY-breaking 
scale. 

2.3.1 Neutralino NLSP 

Tn the minimal GMSB model, x~ is the candidate of the NLSP and decays by 
5:? -7 ~rG if R-parity is conserved. Assuming it decays in a detector, the signatures 
for SUSY are "'1"'1 +X + (missing energy), where X arises from cascade decays 
to x? . Since in the GMSB model squarks are much too heavy to be relevant to 
discovery, it is the electroweak states that could b produced. In these signatures 
both the missing 'nergy and photon energies are typically greater than mx?/2 
and the photons are generally isolated. The backgrotllld events from initial- a.ud 
final- state radiation typi aJiy does not have isolated photons with such high 
energy except the "radiativ -return" events in which the initial state photons are 
radiated to reduce the effective center-of-mass energy to Tn7.fJ. 
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In the case of XTX"l pair production, which is expected to have large produc
tion cross section in e+e- colliders, the following cascade decay to 7G frorn j( is 
expected: 

There appears three types or topologies in final states depending on tbe decay 
rnode or w<•l as schematically shown in Figure 2.5. If the mass of slepton, mb 
is lighter than mxt , it is also possible that X.f perform cascade d~~cay like the 
follow1ng5. 

x.t~ e± 'il~ 

L. e±x? 
~ryG 

This means that we cannot always ass11me that the branching Cract.ion of \1 -t 

w<·l± '(~ is equal to 100%. Br(X.f -t e± "iii X~) shotLld be a free parameter. 
In the case of -g.xy production, x.g anu x~ decay by 

c+e- --t x? x.g 

L
~x?z<·J 

- L~~qore+e-
'YG 

The final state containing two enorg('tic photons and jets or lepton pairs which 
aris ·• from decay of z<•l would be observed with missing energy carried by the 

5H m., is lighter than mff I it is also possible that xr -1 iii± ami ii -1 vxr/ foUowed by the 

decacv of x? to ')'G. This case also has t,he same final topology shown above. 
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G. They are shown schematically in Figure 2.6. When z<·l dec!\VS to a pair of 
neutrinos, the final state is a('oplanar di-photon which is not search u for in the 
analysis of this work. The same kind of the filu!.l topology is expected wb u 5(~s 
are produced in pair and each x? decays as x? -t ')'G, which is searched in Rt•f
erence [18]. Although xgx? productions with these tlecays have not been directly 
s •arched for, the analysis presented in Reference [18] would have sensitivity. 

2.3.2 Slepton NLSP 

lt is possible witbi.n non-minimal models that a right-handed sl pt.on is the NLSP, 
which decays by 

In this case tl1c signature for SUSY is e+e- +X+ (missing ene71JY)· The decay 
e -t ea over a macroscopic distance would 6rive rise to the signature of a gr~>ater 
than rniuirmun ionising track with a kink to a minimum ionisi.ng track. If the de
c~y takes place well outside the detector, the signatw·c for SUSY is heavy charged 
particles rather than the missing energy [19]. On the other hand, short decay 
length of e would provide the signature of acoplann.r eli-lepton [20] in slepton 
pa,ir production. Tt can be also expected that x~s are produced in pair through 
e C..'Xchange and they decay to ee followed by the dcca.y of e -t eo resulting in 
the final state of 4 leptons + ( mis$ing ene1:qYl· F\trt!1ermore in th~ case of tbe:' 
second- lightest slepton production, e+e- -t e,e,, thee, decays to e.efef followed 
by t.he decay of ef to e/;, leading to 6 leptons + (missing ene7:qy) in the final 
state, where f,(e,) is the second-lightest slcpt,on (its partner) and et(lt) is thl' 
lightest slepton (its partner). Tbe decay length of the lightest slepton shollld be 
considered in such analyses. 

The process e+e- -+ GGr might be able to be detected in LEP2 if the G 
is very light as predicted by the GMSB models even when the other pa.rtjdes 
are heavy and can not be detectable [46]. Sine the G interaction with the 
other particles depends on the S SY breaking scale, VF, measurement of Lhe 
single photon production in tbe excess of the standard-model procf',ss s uch as 
e+e- -+ vvy can directly set the limit on the breaking scale. 
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(a) Jets (b) y (c) y 

lepton ~,.,, .. 
y y y lepton 

Figure 2.5: A schematic view of the final topologies for xixl pair production 
with x?w·± decays of xr followed by I G decay of the x?. For the decays of 
Xf only through w·t, rates for (a), (b) and (c) are in the ratio 45% : 44% : 
11 %, where (a) for both w•± decaying to hadrons, (b) for one to hadrons and 
the other to leptons and (c) for both to leptons. 

(a) y (b) y 

Jet 

~ 
lepton 

~ 
Jet lepton 

y 

Figure 2.6: ,\ schematic view of the fillal topologies for XgXy production with 
x?z<·l decay of the -xg followed by I G decay of -x?. (a) for baclronic decay of z<·) 
and (b) for lcptonic decay except invi Jbl decay of z<·l. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Apparatus 

3.1 Accelerator 

The CER.l\! Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider is a e+e- storage ring with 
26.67km circwn fcrCJJce. This co.ILider was built to investigate the electrowea.k in
teraction with high precision. In the fi rst phase (LEPl), the collider was opcrat.ed 
around the center-of-mass energy of Z0 resonance (.v 91 GeV) and it produced 
a large number of Z0 bosons. From the analyses of Z0 decay produ ts, man 
important physics results, such as a precision measurement of the mass of Z0 

boson, hav<> been obtain d. Tn 1996, instaLiiJlg 144 supcrconducting cavities for 
the operation above the w+w- production tiLresbold (2:1 61 GeV), LEP entered 
the second phase (LEP2). After the summer shutdown in 1996 for installation 
of additional 32 supcreonducting cavities, the center-of-mass energy of 172 Gt>V 
was reached. Tn 1997 the energy is raised to 183 GeV by installing G4 more su
perconducting cavities. 
Extensive searches for new particles as well a~ the me<L~urcment of mass of th<l 
W boson b;1ve been performed at LEP2. 

A brief summil.ry of t.he structure of the LEP and the accelerating system for 
LEP2 are described below. 

3.1.1 Struct ure 

The LEP storage ring consists of eight straight sections connected uy the same 
number of curved ections. The ring is situated underground, in a tunnel of 3.8 m 
diam ter, at an average depth of 100m from the ground. Electrons and positrons 
are constrai11ed in the vacuum chamber along the nominal orbit by the electro
magnetic field guide system. The system consists of dipole, quadrupole and 
smd;upole magn<'ts, dipole correctors in horizontal and vertical directions, rotated 
quadrupoles, and clecf.rostatic defl ectors. The curved sections are occupied by 
sets of standard cells consisting of these magnets. The beams are bent in ~he 
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dipole field of about 0.1 T, which is unus1.tally low in a circular accelerator, in 
order to reduce the energy loss due to synchrotron radiation while bending. ln a 
circular orbit, the energy radiated by an electron or positron per turn is given by 

(3.1) 

where pis the bending radius, fJ is the particle velocity, 'Y = (1 - (32 )-112 , and E 
is the particle energy. Consequently, larger radius results in smaller loss of the 
en•rgy in addition to lower magnetic field to bent the beams. However reaching 
higher energy, one needs more power to accelerate and maintain the beruns in tb 
orbit due to the radiation increasing in proportion to Ei. 

Fotu· interaction regions located in tile middle of the straight sections are sur
round d by solenoidal magnets used by the detectors of the experiments. Beams 
are focused tightly at the interaction points by the strong quadrupole field gen
erated by a set of superconducting magnets to obtain high lumina ity. Typical 
~mnsverse dimension of the be,un a.t tm interaction point is about 10 J.Lin x 250 J.un 
in the vertical and horizontal plane respectively. The Jongituclina.l dimension is 
typic<tlly ~ 2cm. 

3.1.2 Accelerating System 

Tb · LEP storage ring is the last in a chain of five accelerators. Electrons are 
generated at th · end point. of a 200 MeV li11a and are accelerated by the clec
t.rostntic fi ld. Positro.os are generatcci by the po&itron couvcrter which converts 
some of the accelerated electrons i11to the positrons. Electrons and positrons are 
then accelerated up to GOO MeV by a linac. Accelera eel particles are injected 
into the Electron-Positron Aecumulating ring (EPA). The role of tl1is ring is to 
generate bunches for electrons aod positrons with a high intensity and a con
stant energy. The high-intensity beams are transported to the CER Proton 
Synchrotron (CERN-PS) which a<'celarates the beams up to 3.5 GeV. The PS 
inje("ts the beams into the next circular accel·'rator, Super Proton Synchrotron 
( 'ERN-SPS), operated as a electron-positron injector for LEP. Particles are fur
ther accelerated up to 20 GcV i.n th is ring and fi nally they are transported to 
tbe LEP ring. fter the transportation, the LEP accelerating system accelerates 
the bunches up to the full energy requi red for coll isions. A~ explained above, old 
a.cc~Jarators in CERN are utilized in practical way and being operated in good 
performance. 

Since the particles are constrained to a circular motion, they continually I s 
energy tbrougb tb' emission of synchrotron radiation. In order to compensates 
this energy loss and maintain the beams in tb ir orbit, the Radio-Frequency 
CRF) a.ccelarator cavitie are install din the straight section of the LEP ring. In 
LEP2, RF ravities made of superconducting material are employed to reduce the 

power dissipation as heat in tbe ravities and to a.chi ve the higher beam energy. 
Performace of LEP2 during the runs in 1997 is summarized in table 3.1 .2. 

91.1 GeV 
2301 MV 

5.2mA 
~5X1 Q:Hrm-2s-l 

Beam Energy 
Acceleration Voltage 

Number of Bunch/Beam 
MaxinHLm Current 
Peal< Luminosity 

(Tnt,egrated) (~100 nb-1/hour ~2 pb- 1/2tl hours) 

Table 3.1: Performance of LEP2 duriog the runs in 1997. 

3.2 The OPAL detector 

The OPAL detector [21], one of the four large detectors installed a:t the LEP 
storage riug, is a mutipurpose apparatus surronnding the beam pipe with its 
center at tb.e nominal interaction point and having nearly complete solid angle 
coverage. 
The main part of tbe detector consists of many subdetectors classified into five 
clements accoriding to thier characteristics: 

• A central detector to measme the positions, diredions, mom nta a.nd ellergy 
Joss of dtarged particles. 

• An electromagnetic calorimeter to measure the energies of electrons and 
photons. 

• A hadron calorimeter to measure the energies of hadrons which pass through 
th' electromagnetic calorimeter. 

• A muon det<>etor to identify muons by measuring their positions and direr
rions behind the hadron calorimeter. 

• A forward detector to measure the luminosity by counting small angle 
Bhabha scattering ev·nts. 

A schematic view of the general layout of th detector system is shown in 
Figures 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows the cross-sectional view of tbe detector in the :c-y 
and z-x planes. 
A right-banded coordinate system is adopted, where the x-axis points to the 
center of t.he LEP ring, and positive z is along tbr electron beam direction. The 
angles e and ¢ are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively. 
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&llccntungsten 
lummometer 

de lector 

Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the OPAL detector. 

a) 

b) 

Figure 3.2: Cros -sectional views of the OPAL detector (a) perpendictliar to the 
beam and (b) paral lel to tho beam. 
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Figure 3.3: Front view of ST detector. Each ladder is tilted to dose 4> gaps by 5.5 
degree in the inner layer anrl 7.5 degree in the outer layer. 

3.2.1 Magnet 

A solenoidal coil sw·roundiog the central detedor wlticb provides a uniform mag
netic Geld parallel to the beam is installed. The coi l is made of aluminum sup
port.ed by itself to reduce the amo Lmt of material, since electrons and photons 
need to pass th rough it without interactiml before reaching the electromagnetic 
calmimeter. T he thiclmc s of the coil is 96 mm of AI and 54 mrn of gla.~s epoxy, 
which corresponds to L 7 radiation lengths. The iron return yoke is made of soft 
iron plates, which serves also as the absorption material of the hadron calmime
ter. (s e Section 3.2.4.) 
The magnetic field in the central detector volume is 0.435 T 'vith the ltuiformity 
of ±0.5%. 

3.2.2 Central Tracking System 

The central tracking system consists of a silicon mierovertex detector (SI), a 
vertex drift chamber (CV), a jet chamber (CJ) at1d z-chambers (CZ). The whole 
tracking system is located inside the solenoid coil. 

Silicon Microvertex Detector 

The silicon microvertex detedor (SI) consists of two barrels of ladders at radii of 
G.l fllld 7.5 em respectively. The inoer layer consists of 12 ladders and the outer 
one of 15, ti lted to close ¢ gaps as shown iu Figure 3.3. Each ladder is 30 em 
long and consists of 5 silicon wafers which a re assembled by gluing 1' - ¢ and 
1·- z waf-rs back to back. Tbf' strip has 25Jnn pitch and the signal is read out 
a.t 50 t.tm pitch io r-rb and 100 ttm pitch in r-z. 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic vi w of CV and its wire layout at one end plate. 

Vertex Drift Chamber 

The vertex drift chamber (CV) is a high precision cylindrical jet drift chamber. 
lt is 100 em long with a radius of 23.5 em and consists of two layers of 36 ¢sectors 
each . The iru1.er layer contains the axial sectors, each of which contains a plnne 
of 12 St)nse wires st.rung parallel to the beam direction. The outer layer contains 
th st.~rco sectors each contairJing a plane (Yf 6 sens~ wires inclined at a stereo 
aogl of about 4 degree. The 7'-¢ position of a track is measured by the drift 
~ime sensed by th<" axial wires and the z position is measured by combining th 
u1formation from axial au.d stereo wires. Figure 3.4 shows a schematic view of 
CV and its wire layout at one end plate. Spatial resolution of the 7'-1/1 position u 
i. obtaint'<i to be about 50 ~Lm. 

Jet Chamber 

The jet chamber (CJ) is a cylindrical drift chamber of length 400 em in z with au 
out!lr radius of 185 em and inner of 25 em. Th chamber consists of 24 identical 
sec-tor each containing a sense wire plane of 159 wires strung parallel to the beam 
clirertion. Tbe signal wires arc positioned at radii between 255mm and 18a5 mm 
with a. 10 mm spacing, alternating with potential wires. The signal wires are 
staggered alternately by ±100 Jtm to resolve left-right ambiguity. The coordir.tat s 
of wire hits in the?'-¢ plane arc determined from the drift ti~ne. The z-coordiuate 
is measured using a charge division teclrnique. The sum of the charges received at 
both end of a wire gives information on the e!l(~ rgy loss dE/dx. Figure 3.5 show 
a plot of dEfdx versus moment urn. 1n the range I cos £11 < 0. 73, 159 poi11ts can be 
measured along each track. More than 20 points on a track can be used for the 
measurement over 96% of the J'ull solid angle. Meastuement,s of the curvatures of 
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Figme 3.5: dEfdx versus momentwn for multi-hadrons and muon-pairs together 
with. the expected values. Each track is required to have more thru1 130 wire hits 
for dE/dx measw·ement. The dEjdx 1·esolutions for minimum ionising pions (p 
= 0.4 - 0.8 GeV /c) and muon-pairs with 159 wire h.its a,re also indicated. 

tbe tracks provide precise momentum determination. The momentum resolution 
is given by 

~=1.4x10-3pt(G V) EB0.02 

including a term due to multiple scattering. 

z-Chamber 

The z-chambers (CZ) are a set of thin drift. chambers which provid the precise 
measurement of the z -coordinates of tracks as they leave CJ. They consist of a 
layer of 24 drift chambers with 4 m length and 0.5 m width arrru1ged to form a 
barreL The chambers cover 94% of the a,zimuthal angle within Lh polar ru1gl 
rru1ge [cos £1[ < 0. 72. Each chamber is divided in z into eight cells, covering 50 em 
x50 em, contai.niug a plane of six sense wires strung in the ¢1 direction. The(! an
gle is measured by the drift time and <Pangle is by t,he charge division technique. 
When they are installed in the OPAL detector, (I angle resolution of 3 rnrad and 
¢ position resol ution of about 1.5 em are obtained. 

A cut-awa. !hawing which shows the arrangement of SI, CV, CJ and CZ is 
given in Figure 3. 6. 
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Figure 3.6: Cut-awey drawing to show the arrangement of the components of the 
central tracker. 

3.2.3 Electromagnetic Calorimeter 

A lead-glass(>lectromagnetic calorim ter (ECAL) providing acceptance for 1 cosBI < 
0.98,1 together with presamplers and timr-of Oight scintillators (TOF) is located 
Olltsidc the magnet coil and at the front of both endcaps. 

Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter 

The barr<>! electromagnetic calorim ter (EB) covers the geometrical region of 
I cosl.ll <0.82. Each lead glass block is made of SF57 [24] which has a density ot 
5.M g/crn3. The depth of the block is 37 em, which cones ponds to 24..6 radiation 
lengths. Figure 3. 7 shows the assembly of a block. The calorimeter is segmented 

"'L JlEft.F.(TOJl ru:tt: 

II'I;;KM ... LOYSIOD. . .D 

QmC\t. FlVIU: CO/'ft"ECTOit 

Figure 3.7: Schematic view of a block of barrel electromagnetic calorimeter 
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Figure 3.8: The set np of blocks in EB. The longitudinal axis of each block points 
at the interaction region with slight offset. In the z direction, each block points 
t.o different z position (lzl=55.5- l57.9 mm) a long the beam axis depending on its 
position. in the 4> direction, the blocks are tilted by 0.574° o that. they miss the 
beam axis by 30 mm. 

into 59 x 160 blocks in z and ¢directions respectively. The blocks are arrallged 
in a nearly-pointing geometry to the interactiort region with slight offset in ordN 
Lo prevent incoming particles from escaping iJl t,he gaps between the blocks. The 
set up of the blocks in ED is shown in Figure 3.8. The energy resolution during 
the runs in 1997 i expressed as 

as= 10.1% . 0 7w. 
E .jE EEl . tO· (.3 .2) 

For 50 GeV electrons injected normal to the counters, a position resolution was 
obtained to be 2.4 mm in a test bea.m. 

Endcap Electromagnetic Calorimeter 

The Endcap Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EE) covers the region of 0.81 < I cos 01 < 
0.98. The blocks are 38, 42 and 52 em long, and arranged so that lb total depth 
of the counter seen by particles from the interaction region is at least 20.5 and 
typically 22 radiation lengths. They are mounted with their axes parallel t.o 
the beam direction. The lead glass used is CEREN-25 [25] which has a density 
of 4.06g/cm3• Figure 3.9 shows a schematic view of a counter assembly. Total 
of 1132 lead glass counters are arranged in a dome-shape array as shown in Fig
ure 3.10. The energy resolution of the endcap calorimeter at low energies, studied 
in pion and electron beruns, is as/E = 5%/VE where E is in GeV. The respons 
was measured to be linear with tbc accuracy of ~1% in the enerb'Y range of 3 
to 50GeV. 
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Figure 3.9: Schematic view of a blot:k of endcap electromagnetic calorimeter 

Figure 3.10: Schematic views of the cudcap electromagnetic ·alorimeter (a) in 
3-D view, a.ud (b) i11 a cross-section parallel to the beam direction. The endcap 
presampler and pressure bell for the central tracker are also shown. 
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3_2 .4 Hadron Calorimeter 

The magnet return yoke is instrumented for hadron calorimetry (H AL) giving 
a polar angle coverage of I cosBI < 0.99. IICAL consists of three parts, barrel, 
endcap and pole tip hadron calorimet.ers. Two of th ·m have essentially the same 
design, located each in the barrel and endca.p regions respectively. L'be energy 
resolution is 120%/-.fl£ for all of them. 

Barrel and Endcap Hadron Calorimeter 

ln the barrel region I cos Bl < 0.81 the calorimeter consists of 9 layers of ~:hambers 
with streamer tubes alternating with 8 iron slabs of 100 mm in thiclruess, which 
corresponds to 4.8 interaction length. The endcap hadron calorimeters cover t be 
ends of the barrels ,0.81 < I cosBI < 0.91, with 8 layers of chambers and 7 irou 
slabs of 100 mm in thickness. The total thickness of the iron absorber corresponds 
to 4.2 interaction lengths. 

Pole Tip Hadron Calorimeter 

At the end of the endcap hadron calorimeter the pole tip hadron calorimeter 
is installed up to the polar angle of 0.91 < I osOI < 0.99. It consists of 10 
active layers with multiwire proportional chambers alternating with 9 iron slabs 
of 80 mm io thickness. The total tl1ickltcss of lhe iron ab orb .r corresponds to 
4.3 i11teraction lengths. 

3.2.5 Muon Detector 

The muon detector (MU) is located at the outer side of liCAL covering more 
than 93% of tbe full solid angle. Before enteri11g the muon detector, most hadrons 
fTom the interactio11 region traverse material of more t han 7 interaction length. 
Muon. are identified by e.xtrapolating the t rack detected in the central detector 
to the muon detector within the tolerance caused by energy los and multipl<' 
scattering in the absorber. 

3.2 .6 Silicon Thngsten Calorimeter 

The silicon tungsten calorimeter (SW) is a sampling calo.rimett:r designed to 
detect. small-angle Bbabba-scattering events in order to measure the luminosity. 
SW is located ou both sides at ±238.94 em from the interaction point on the 
z-axis. and covers the geometrical acceptance of 59 mrad to 24 mrad in polar 
angle. A schematic view of SW is shown in figure 3.11. Each calorimeter consists 
of 19 layers of silicon detectors and 18 layers of tungsten. At the front of each 
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Figure 3.11: Schematic view of SW. They ar(' located on both sides at ±238.94 em 
from the interaction point on the z-a.xis. 

calorimeter is a bare layer of si Iicon to detect preshowering, the next 14 silicon 
layers arc each behind 3.8 mm (l radiation length) of tungste.n aud the final 4 
layers are behlnd 7.6 rom (2 radiation length ) of t ungsten. Each silicon layer 
consL~ts of 16 wedge shaped silicon detectors. The wedges cover 22.5 degree 
in </> with an inner [adius of 6.2 em and an outer one of l 4.2cm. The wedge is 
subdiviu d into 64 parts (32 in r and 2 in ¢) giving a total of 38912 channels which 
are read out individually. Adjacent wedg<lS in a layer are offset by 800 ttm in z 
and positioned in such a way that then: is no gap in the active area of tbe silicon. 
ConseClltive layers in the detector are onset in¢ by a half wedge so that any Cra.Gks 
i>etwern the tungsten half-rings do not line up. The relative experirnantaJ error of 
tbc ab~olut · luminosity at LEPJ measured with the SW luminometcr is 3.3xl0-4• 

This iududes a ll intrinsic and time-dependent sources of experimental uncertainty 
sur.h as detector geometry, gain variations, energy ;wd positional biase. in the 
detector response to electromagnetic showers, variations in the beam geometry, 
backgrounds and other environmental inlluences. 

3.2. 7 Forward Calorimeter 

T he forward calorimeter (FD) consists of 16 segments located at both sides and 
c-overs t lr acceptance f 37 to 154 mrad from the beam pipe. Each segment 
is composed of 35 sarnpling layers of Jead-sci11tillator sandwiche divided into 
a presampler of 4 radiation lengths and the main calori meter of 20 radiation 
lengths. It is located behind SW at both ides. 
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BEAM PIPE 

Figure 3.12: Schematic view of the layout. of SW, FD and GC. MIP plugs which 
were installed in 1997 are also shown. 

3.2.8 Gamma Catcher 

The gamma catcher (GC) is a ring of lead scintillator sandwich sections of 7 ra
diation length, located in front of SW at both sidPs. They cover the acceptancP 
of 143 to 193 mrad from th beam pipe, thus filling the gap between EE and FD. 
The detector ba1; a linear response to tbe energy of electromagnetic shower up 
to 5 GeV. Any electrons or photons with the emgy of more than 2 GcV can be 
deteded, thus providing an efficient veto for radiative events. 

Schematic view of tbe layout of SW, FD and GC is shown in Figure 3.12l 

3.2 .9 Trigger 

Events are only recorded by t he data acq1.1isition system if they satisfy certain 
trigger conditions. The detail of t.he OPAL trigger system can be found in Rrf
erence [22]. 

Tbe trigger signals from subdetectors divide into two complementary parts, 
"stand-alone" and "(}- </> matrix" signals. Information from a single detector com
ponent is used for tbe stand-alone trigger signals such as total energy measured 
by ECAL or trat:k multiplicities provided by the track trigger ('TT)2 and pro-

1Tn 1997. 4. layers or sdntillator tiles (MJP plugs) were installed ill both endcaps or the 
OPAL detector. The Olain purpose of these tiles is to detect the presence or minimum ionizing 
p;u·lides at small angle to the beam axis. They are not used in the analysis of thls work. 

2The track trigger [23] uses information [rom the 12 axial wires of each sector of CV and 
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Figure 3.13: Overview of trigger generation by the (} cb matrix. 

vides relatively high thresholds. In order to allow lower thresholds and spatial 
coincidences brtwe!'n components, tb detector has bren subdivided into 8 and 
<f> elenwnts(' 0- 4> matrix"). The (} 4> matrix is composed of overlapping bins in 
polar an<l azimuthal angles. The full azimuthal rang is covered by 24 bin , 
the polar rauge by 6 bins. The matrix bas 5 "layers" corresponding the track, 
tim of flight, elec tromagnetic, hadron and muon triggers. The matrLx pro,•icles 
spatial corre lations of hits within and between subdetertor layers. This is shown 
schematically in Figure 3.13. 

'n·igger signals which were utilized dw·ing the runs iLl 1997 are listed in Tar 
bl<' 3.2.9 for stand-alone trigger signals and in Table 3.2.9 for(} 4> matrix outputs. 
Tb trigg •r rate <.luring the data taking was 5"'6 Hz with a typical readout dead
time of 20 mscc. 

from llu·ee groupes of 12 adjacent wires at difl"erenL radii of each CJ sector. SignalB formed 
b)' CV and .I trigger cl ctronies arc combined by the track trigger processor, wttich deJects 
the prcsanoo of tracks in any binB of th~ 0- <P matrix and provides various ~rack mwtiplidty 
signals. In addition, simple ounts of the !!Umber o[ hit wires are provided, and t.rigger signal 
depending on the specific ioni ation of particles are available from the CJ electronics. 
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Name Detector Signal description 
L'Ml TT :;:: 1 track 
TM2 TT :;:: 2 t.rn~ks 

'fM3 TT :;:: 3 tracks 
TBMl TT :;:: l barrel track 
TBM2 'IT :;:: 2 barrel tracks 
TBJ\13 'IT ::::_ 3 barrel trar.ks 
JlH TT :::: hists in jet cl1amber ring 1 
J2H TT :;:: 8 hists in jet chamber ring 2 
J3H TT ::::_ 8 hists in jet c:bamber ring 3 
VXH TT umber of CV hit.s/wires above threshold 
VXH2 TT Number of CV b.itsfwires above t.hreshold 

QUARK CJ track wilh low charge 
MONOPOL CJ track with high charge 

TOVC\' TOF' back-t.o-back in go TOF segments 
TOV2V2 TOF l>ack-to-back in overlapped 9° segmen ts 

EBWEDCE ECAL Sum 'wedge' of EB above threshold (2 CeV) 
EBTOTHJ ECAL Total EM energy in barrel-High threshold(::::_ 5 Gev) 

EELHJ. ECAL ECAL energy in left endcap-High threshold (::>: 2.4 G >V) 
EERJ:U ECAL ECAL energy in right cndcap-High threshold(::::_ 2.4 G V) 

EBTPHJ ECAL OR of 9- q, in barrel (:;::, 1. GeV) 
EBTOTLO ECAL Total ECAL energy in barrel-Low threshold (::::_ 1.8 Gev) 

EELLO ECAL ECAL energy in left endcap-Low threshold( ::::_ l.G Gev) 
EERLO ECAL ECAL energy in right endcap-Low threshold (> 1.6 Gev) 
MELR MU ::::_ l muon in left AND right cndcaps 
;lfBH r.ru ::::_ 1 muon in barrel 
MEL M ::::_ 1 muon in left endcap 
!l.fER MU > 1 muon in right endcap 

SWHJOR sw energy of si11gle end ?. 34 GrV 
SWSEG SW Back-to-back segment coincidence (9 GcV) 
SWSUM SW Low lhreshold(4 GeV) Al\'1) of two sides 
SWSEGL sw energy of left segment :;:: 9 CeV 
SWSEGR sw energy of right segment ::::_ 9 GeV 
SWLOL sw energy of left set,'lncni- :;:: 4 G V 
SWLOR SW energy of right segment > 4 GeV 
FDSUM FD energy sum of left AND rigl1t?. 15 CcV 
FDSEG FD coincidence left and rigbt segments::::_ 13 CeV 

FDHJOR F'D one-$ided FD :;:: 35 Gcv 
LCALLO FD energy in left F'D yeq 15 GeV 
RCALLO F'D energy in nght FD geq 15 CcV 
FDGCLT GC Gamma catcher left 1 ag 
FDGCRT GC Gamma catcher right tag 
BXRSA BX Stand-alone random trigger (0.1 Hz) 

BXR BX Random beam crossing (4 Hz) 

Table 3.2: Stand-alone trigger signals provided by the subdetcct.ors which were 
utilized during data taking io 1997. TT and BX denote the track trigg rand the 
random trigger respectively. 
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Name Detector Trigger condition 
TPTIB TT ~ 1 fJ- ¢ bin iu barrel 
TPTTl TT ~ 1 fJ- ¢ bin 
TPTT2 TT ~ 2 independ ut fJ- ¢ bins 
TPTTL TT ~ 1 ¢bin iu 01 

TPTTR TT ~ 1 ¢bin in ()5 
TPTTCL TT ~ 1 pair of collinear tracks 
TPTTTO TT AND TOF ~ 1 correlated f) ¢ bin 
TPTTEM TI AND ECAL ~ 1 correlated {1- ¢ bin 
TPTTITA TT AND HCAL ~ 1 correlated {1- ¢ bin 
TPTTMU TT AND MU > 1 correlated {1- ¢ bin 
TPTOl TOF ~ 1 {1- ¢ bin 
TPT02 TOF ~ 2 independent B- ¢ bins 

TPTOCL TOF ~ l pair of coplanar l1its 
TPTOCAP TOF endcap coincider1c • 
TPTOEM TOF AND ECAL ~ 1 correlated {I- ¢ bin 

TPTOMUR. TOFAND MU ~ l correlated fJ-¢ bin 
TPTOMU TOF AND MU > 1 correlated B-¢ bin in barrel 

TPEMl ECAL 2 1 0-¢ bin 
TPEM2 ECAL ~ 2 independent () ¢ bins 
TPEJv!L ECAL ~ 1 ¢bin in fJ1 (0.75 Gt>Y ) 
TPEMR ECAL ~ 1 ¢bin in (16 (0.75 GeV ) 

TPEMCL ECAL ~ 1 pair of colliner bits 
TPEMCAP ECAL endcap coincidence 
TPEMMU ECAL AND MU > 1 correlated {}- ¢ bin 

TPIIAB TICAL > 1 fJ- ¢ bin in barrel (1.0 GeV ) 
TPEMB MU ~ 1 fJ- ¢ bin in barrel (0.3 GeV) 
TPMUB MU ~ 1 fJ-¢ bin in barrel region 
TPMUl M ~ 1 ¢ bin in one f) bin 
TPM 2 MU ~ 2 independent ¢bins in one f) bio 
'T'PMUL lU ~ l ¢bin in fJ1 
TPi'vfUR MU ~ 1 ¢ bin in 06 

TPMUCL MU ~ 1 pair of coplanar hits 
TPlv[UCAP MU endcap coincidence 

Table 3.3: fJ- ¢ matri.x output signals which were utilized dming data taking in 
1997. 
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Chapter 4 

Monte Carlo Event Simulation 

General signal and background events have been processed 1 hrough the full simu
lation of the OPAL detector (26]. The same event analysL9 chain has been applied 
to the simulated events as to the real data. 

4.1 Outline of Monte Carlo Event Simulation 

The general organisation of the OPAL simulation system is indi ·atcd by Fig
ure 4.1. A "fou<-vector file" which contains four vectors of particle.s, their ideuti
fication codes and history information generated by a certain event g\'lll~rator is 
processed in the detector simulation program GOPAL. This program is based on 
the CER.l\1 GEANT [27] simulation pacl<age, which provides a framework for the 
definition of the d ·tector geometry, and controls the tmcking of particles through 
this geometry. Inside GOPAL, ~he tracking of particles through the OPAL de
tector is p rformed and the detector response is simulated. To the lead glass 
calorimeter tracking of the particles in electro-magnetic showers is performed 
down to the threshold for emission of Ceren.kov light ( abo1;t, I 00 ke V). h·1 most 
of other regions t.andard tracking cutoffs (kinet.ic energy of 1 MeV fore+ hand 
10 MeV for hadrons) are used, though lower cut,offs a.re employed in sorne of the 
sensitive volumes in the calorjmeter and the muon chambers and in tbe thin sili
con detectors. After the end of the tracking, the program enters the digitisation 
phase, which involves co!Jecting the hit information and imnlating the detector 
response by applying noise and a suitable normalisation. The cligitisation code 
for each subdetector duplicates the ban.ks provided by the data ftcquisition sys
tem and fills them with simulated raw data. Tbe output from GOPAL is passed 
t.o the OPAL reconstruction program ROPE (Reconstruction of OPAL Events), 
wbi<:h reconstructs the simulated events just as if tliey were real data. 
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Figure 4.1: Outline of the organisation of the Monte Carlo program. 

4.2 Simulation of Signals 

4.2.1 xtx1 Signals 

Tb · DFGT generaLor [28) is used to simulate signal events. It indudes spin 
correlations and allows a proper treatment of the W boson width effect in the 
cbargino decay . The generator includes initial state radiation and the JETSET 
7.4 package [36) is used for the hadronisatiou of the quark-antiquark system in the 
badronic decays of cbargino. The decay of neut ralino to 1G is treated isotropically 
in the rest frame of the neutral ino. The most important paramet rs which affect 
lhe chargino detection effi ·iencies are the mass of the lightest chargino, mx+, 
and the mass diiTerence between the lightest cha.rgino and the lightest neutralinh, 
t;M+ = mx.t - mx?· xtxl events have beeu generated for 72 points in the 
(fltx+, /:;lv(+) plane, for mx+ between 50 GeV and 90 GeV and for 6M~+ between 
3 G~V and mx-:--1 00 MeV. 'For each point 2000 events bave been generated. 

4.2.2 XgX~ Signals 

x~x~ vents have been generated for 75 points in the plar•e of 17J.xg +mx?• 6tvfo = 
mxP - mx? using the DFGT generator and the JETSET 7.4 package for the 
hadronisation ru_1d the same treatment has been made for the decay oftb.e lightest 
ueutrali no to (G. At each point 1000 events have been generated. 

4.3 Simulation of Background Events 

The sources of background to the chargino and ueutralino signals include rnulti
hadronic, fow·-fermioo, lepton-pair and t.wo-pbotou processes. 
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4.3.1 M ult ihadronic Processes 

Multihadronic ev nts are generated via the processes e+c- ~ Z0 h --> qq. At. 
the center-of-mass energy above Z0 pole, the process in which the initial state 
photons are radiated to reduce the ell"ective center-of-mass nergy to the Z0 pol<> 
dominates the production of multihadronic eve11ts. This is called the "radiative
return" process and the cross-section at LEP2 energies r aches about 100 pb. 
Generation of these multihadrouic events and nadronisation of the qi'j syRtem is 
simulated using the PYTHIA and with the JETSET package [36]. 

4.3.2 Four-fermion Processes 

Pour-fermion events arc dominated by w+w- pair production events. Other 
contributions are fTom Zy ru1d z(•lz events. They are simulated using the grc4f 
generator [32) which takes into account all interfering fottr-fermion diagrams. The 
events with au energetiCJJeutrino at the fi nal state are important . They have large 
missing momenta which do not point at the beam direction. Therefore, events 
with large missing transverse momenta from the four-fermion proc sses ClUJ be 
misideutified as the signal, if an isolated photon is emitted from the initia.l or 
final states. 

4.3.3 Lept on-pair Processes 

Lepton pairs are simulated using the KORALZ gen rat r [34] for e+e- fl+!J - (-y) 
and e+e- ~ r+r-(-y) and the BIJWTDE generator [35] for e+c- ~ e+o-(-y) 
events. Decay of r leptons contains missing neutrinos, whi ·b causes Ute event to 
have large missing energy/momentWll, especially in the ··ase of radiative-return 
process, dne to an initia.l state radiation they can have topologies very similar to 
that of the signaL Contribution from the other lepton-pair processes iJ; negligible 
[or this analysis. 

4.3.4 Two-photon processes 

Two-photon events are generated through the process e+e- ~ c+e-+ X where 
the system X is produced in the scattering of two quasi-real photons as 'Y"' ~ )(_ 
The Monte Carlo generators PHOJET [30] for Q2 < 4.5 GeV2 and HERWIG [3J] 
for Q2 ~ 4.5 GeV2 are used for simulating hadronic lwo-photon events. The 
Vermaseren program [33) is used to simulate leptonic two-photon processes 
(e+c-e+e- ,c+e-1'+11'- and e+e-r+r-). Additional samples of them which are not 
covered by lbe Vermaseren program are generated 11sing grc4f. 

The Monte Carlo samples used to estimate the number of background events 
in this ru1alysis are smrunarised in Table 4.3.4. 
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Process Generator Cross sectioo(pb) Number of Events 
Z"h--? qq PYTHIA 107.4 500,000 

Four-fermion grc4f 19.0 94,968 
e+e-('l') BHWIDE 627.9 423,859 
tl+fk-('l') KORALZ 8.5 100,000 
r+r-('y) KORALZ 8.4 100,000 

/'1" hadronic PTIOJBT H.l(nb) 999,000 
11ERW1G 335.4 169,000 

Tf lcptonic Vermasercu 1.8(nb) 1,830,000 

Table 1L1 : Background Monte Carlo samples used iu t.bi.s analysis. 
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Chapter 5 

Analysis 

The signal of gauge-mecliated SUSY breaking for the case when x~ is th NLSP 
and decays by X.~ --? ")'G is characterised as follows; 

(Missing Momentum) Missing momentum carried by G's should exist and it 
should not be in the beam direction where the acceptance of the detec
tor is not covered well. This missing .momentum causes large transverse 
momentum of the event. 

(Acoplanarity Angle) Acoplaua.rity angle, which is explained in Se<'tion 5.3, 
is also expected to be Jru·ge because of missing momentum carried by G's. 

(Missing Energy) Visible energy of the event should be smaller thaJl th center
of-mass energy since uuobserved G's carry energy away. 

(Isolated Photons) Photons from the decay of x? --? 1G should have high 
energy aod well isolated from the other charged tracks and neutral particl('s. 

The analysis is performed on data colleeted dllfing the 1997 runs of LEP at a 
center-of-mass energy of Js =183 GeV. Data used in this analysis are obtained 
in the runs in which all the subdetectors relevant to tl.tis analysis wer ftlily 
operational , corresponding to an integrated lum.inosity of 56.75 pb- 1

. S ·vera! 
cuts are app lied on the collected data. These cuts are Optimised to maximise ti.J e 
expected sensitivity of the signal. Efficiencies for the signals after applying these 
cuts are estimated using Monte Carlo eveuts d~.~c.ribed in Chapter 4. Expected 
baekground at each stage of the analysis chain ill also estimated in the sam way. 
In this chapter, first of al"l, basic algorithms to calculate energy Aow a.ud to 
reconstruct jets employed in this analysis are presented in section 5.1 and 5.2. 
Then definition of acopl.a.uarity aogle is given in section 5.3 aod the method to 
detect isolated photons is described in section 5.4. The analysis Oows for chru·gino 
and neutralino detections are presented in ection 5.G and after. 
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5.1 Algorithm to Calculate Energy Flow 

An algorithm t.o calcu l<tte energy Oow is the most basic m thod to ext ract kine
matic- values of the events from mea urcd values with each part of the detector. 
Measuring visible energy with better resolution leads to more precise measurt'
mf'nt or missing energy which plays an important role in searches where unob
served new particles could carry off the energy. 

In the hadronic final state, charged particles carry about 2/3 of the total en
ergy. Tn the OPAL detec:;tor, in most cases, momeuta of charged particles are 
measured with better momentum and angular resolutions by the track.i11g de
vice (CT) than by the calorimeters (ECAL and HCAL) .1 Neutral particles carry 
the remairting 1/3 of the total cnNgy and their energy need.· to be measured by 
the calorimeters. However charged particles also deposit energy in ECAL and 
UCAL mainly clue to hadronic intru-action, though their momenta are measured 
by CT. This means that simply summing up all the measured momenta by CT 
and energies by ECAL and HCAL will result in doubly counting of energy for 
charged particles. This can be avoided by subtracting ~nru-gy from the measw·ed 
one by a part of t.he detector which has already been measured by the other 
p<u·t of tbe detector. Practically this is clone by subtracting energy from ECAL 
and HCAL clusters by the amount of energy measw·ed by the CT. The remained 
energy aft, r subtraction should be treated as origi uated by neutral particles 

When using calorimetry information, another problem can occur because the 
n rgy re~ponses of ECA Land F!CAL are very different for hadrons in tb.e OPAL 

d tcct.or. Hadrous sometimes pass through .ECAL without strong interaction 
and deposit full energy in TICAL. However we frequent ly have high energy de
position in ECA L n.ot only by electrons or pbotous, but. also by hadrons s.ince 
the badroni intera tion length of ECAL is greater than or1e. Wilen a hadJ·on 
shower is produced inside ECA L by interaction of an incoming hadron with the 
mat:crial of ECAL, Cerenkov light of the amount which corresponds to energy of 
1r

0 's in the shower is emitted. Otl:ter charged particles in the shower C!Ul loose 
part of th~ir energy by the break up of uuclei and/or nuclear excitat.ion followed 
by evapor<llion of nucleons, which is not observed i11 ECAL. This means that 
l he energy rne;\Srued by the ECAL is much smaller than the euergy lost by the 
hadron ill E AL. Henc if we simply add the observed energy in ECAL anrl 
HCAL for hadrons, we don't hav good resolutiop due to unobserved part of the 
hadron energy. The observed ECAL en~.rgy should be scaled up for hadrat\S. 
i\Jthough the fraction of the unobserved energy depends on the first. interaction 
points of the hadrons wl1ich can not be evaluated cluster by cluster, it is po. si-

''I'h ~ exceptiou is [or tbe high nergy electrons. Energy mPa.sured by calorimeters has better 
resolution than that by the tracking devices. 
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F'igru·e 5.1: The correction factors for the ECAL cluster energy and the HCA L 
tower energy for the case of hadrons being incident particles to the calorimeters. 
The corrected energies are calculated as fJE(Eraw) · Eraw and fJH( Htuwcr) · lltotu~· 

ble to estimate the mean fraction of tile unobserved energy as a function o[ the 
observed cJ uster energy. Once we can correct the observed energy by a.ddi ng the 
ECAL and HCAL energies with optimal weights, we can use calorimetry energy 
as better estimate of the hadron energy as well as tracking inforrnat,ion. This 
procedure before subtraction of the energy measured with CT to avoid ctonbly 
count,ing is very important in order to achieve better resolution. The correction 
of the mPasured energy for hadrons is done using the functions shown io Figure 
5.1 and visible energy is reconstructed by t.he (allowing function. 

E\' I S = ~ t]E(E,..,.) . E; • ., + ~tJli(JJ:O.uerl. rr:muer· (5.1) 

Both fJE(Ei) and f3 1l(Hi) ure tuned using the Monte Carlo samples for the 
case of pions to be incident particles to the calorimeters aud checked wifh th<' 
data taken at zo peak. Figure 5.2 shows cluster energy distributions of ECAL 
and T-ICAL for the data taken at zo peak. l n Figure 5.3, cluster energy distribu
tions for the simulated cha.rgino events with m~;-=90 GcV and m.x?=45 GeV are 
presented. In this figure, it can be seen that the distributions have similar shapes 
with those for the data at Z0 and small energy clusters whid1 have energy smaller 
than 10 GeV dominates the distibutions. This rneMs that the functions and pa
rarneters which have achieved good perfomance at Z0 peak should be applicable 
in searches at higher energies. 

Tl1is correction for hadrons is not expected to work correctly for isolated 
electrons and muons. In order to solve the problem, particle TD is employed in 
the algorithm. Details of particle ID is described in Appendix C. 
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Figure 5.2: ChL~ler energy distributionsofECAL(shown in (a)) and HCAL(shown 
in (b)) for the data taken at zo peak in 1997. Small clusters which have energy 
smaller than 10 GeV dominates the distributions. 
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Figure 5.3: Cluster energy distributions of the simulated chargino vents with 
mx;=90 GeV and mx~=45 GeV, (a) for ECAL and (b) for HCAL clusters. Clus
ters corresponding photons which come from x? decays are not induded in (a). 
Same as the distibution shown in Figure 5.2, Small clusters dominates the disti
butions. 
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Consequently in the algorithm to calculate thP energy now applied in this 
analysis, there arc two important key items; 

• subtraction of energy of calorimeters to prevent double co1mting 

• corre tion of the measured energy by calorimet rs for hadrons. 

Based on these principles, the a-lgorithm to calculate energy now s1.arts its 
process with fir1ding ECAL and JICAL matching clusters to tracks, and matching 
tracks to ECAL and HCA L cluster, using extrapolated position of tracks into 
calorimeters. 

Secondly the algorithm continues its process usiog particle TD. Tf t.he ECA L 
cluster is identified as that of an electron, the energy wil l not be scaled up in Lh 
fo llo'>'~ng sequence. If a track is identified a~ that of a muon, the exprct,ed energy 
depositiou for a minimum ionising particle is subtracted. 

Next the algocithm starts searching for ECAL clusters associated with only 
one or two tracks in the matching region such as shown in Figu1·c 5.4. If the ratio 
of ECAL cluster energy to tbe track momentum (or tbe sum of momenta of two 
tracks) is greater than 0. 7, and the ratio of the associated IJCAL cluster energy to 
the track momentum (or the sum) is less than 0.05, the ECA L energy is reducPd 
by the associated track momentum without compensation. This situat.ion will 
occur when 'Y is converted before reaching ECAJ- (as sho·wn in Figure 5.4 (a)) 
or isolated pion interacts with .lead-glass and larger energy than cxperted arc 
observed by ECA L (as shown in Figure 5.4 (b)). For tlw latter case, thr abov' 
requirement on the HCAL cl uster energy is necessary to ensure onsure for any 
oth r neutral particle not. to have entered the cluster. Jn the case of ')'-conversion, 
the cluster should be treated as an elec:tro-rna.gnetic shower Gluster, and in th · 
case of pion interactio.n the energy should not be calculated with calorim Ler but 
with CT. 

Then the algorithm starts energy correctio11 for hadrons for each cluster except 
the ones which are identified as an isolated electron or muon, and ')'-conversion 
or pion interaction and subtracts appropriate eneq,'Y from ECA L and llCAL 
cluster according to th associated track momentum. Subtraction is done first 
from HCAL energy, and if HCAL energy can not fulfil the energy required by 
t he track t hen from ECAL cluster energy. After subtraction, remah1ing energy 
on calorimeters should have come from neutral particles such as 7(s) or neutral 
hadron(s). The remaining energy in ECAL is re-calculated as from 7 for ECAL. 
After these proce.sses, all the information is stored as that of tracks and energy 
deposition on t he calorimeters by neutral particles. The schematic view of the 
algorithm is shown ill Figur 5.5. 

Performance of th is algorithm is summarised in Table 5.1. Figure 5.6 shows 
the visible energy distribution both for Monte Carlo and for data at JS = mz 
taken in 1997. In Figure 5. 7 is slJow11 comparison between data and Monte Cairo 
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(b) 

rr interacted with ECAL 

" 

Figure 5.4: (a): an e+e- pair from ')'-conversion which makes a single ECAL 
duster. They are not identified as an isolated electron and a po&itron but the 
cluster· should be treated as an electro-magnetic cluster. (b): When an isolated 
pion interacts with lead-glas and observed energy with EC.A L is larger than 70% 
of the tmck momentum, scaling up th measured EOAL energy will change the 
event energy flow, which is daugerous especially for low-multiplicity analyses. 
Such pion energy should be rneagu.red by OT and the EOAL cluster should be 
discarded in the subtraction process. To ensure that 110 other neutral particle 
bas entered the clrJstcr, it is required that the HCA L measured energy should be 
snmUer thaD 5% of the track momentum. 

011 the visible t>ncrgy depending on the direction of the thrust axis. Figure 5.8 
. hows the transverse momt:ntum distribution and Figure 5.9 shows difference of 
angular resolutions each in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction(¢) 
a.ud parallel to the beam direction(B) between Monte Carlo and data. Da.ta 
an.d Monte Carlo agree very well in "without-IIOAL mode", where th~ enert,'Y 
now is calculated without using HCAL information to prevent apparent trans
verse momentum caused by noise and SaDlpling fluctuations in 1-JOAL, while their 
agreement is worse in "with-HCAL mode". The origin of this disagreement is uot 
understood well. These di!Terences are taken into consid ration in the estimation 
of systc.rnatic erro.r. 

5.2 Jet Reconstruction Algorithm 

. Jct,s are fonned from charged tracks aud calorimeter clust,ers usi11g the Durham 
algorithm (37]. T he Dllrham jet reconstruction algorithm is one of successive 
combination algorithms which are iterative, beginning with a list of jets that are 
just the observed particles. At each stage of the iteration, one considers two jets 
i and .i as candidates fo r co·rnbiuation itlt.o a single jet according to the value of 
a dimen. ionless variable y,J whid1 express "distance" between the jet i and j. 
The pair i, j with the smallest value of Yij is combined first. Wlren two jets are 
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Figure 5.5: The schematic view of the algorithm to calculate energy flow . 
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FigLLre 5.6: \ isible energy distribution both for Monte Carlo and data at 
v'$=91 .3 Ge : (a) in the barrel region ( J cosl:lthrusd ~ 0.70) and (b) in the 
full region. The tail at lower cnrrgies in (b) is due to the missing energy in the 
fonva.rd region. 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between data and Monte Carlo 011 th visible energy 
depending on the direction of the thrust rods. 
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Figure 5.9: The distribution of the supplementary angle of </Js (shown in (a)) and 
Bs (shown in (b)) of 2 jets reconstructed using the Durham jet algorithm which 
is described in section 5.2. 
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Monte Carlo Data 
Visible Energy mean 90.80GeV 90.66GeV 

r.m.s. 9.20-V 9.9GcV 
(J 8.1GeV 8.6GeV 

peak 9J.3GeV D1 .1GeV 
Transverse Momentum slope -0.239 -0.220 
.Augt!lar Resolution 6.¢ 0.0275rad 0.0278rad 

t:,() 0.0335rad 0.0345rad 

Tablt' 5.1: Performance of tl1<l algorithm to calculate energy Aow. These values 
are evaluated using data collected in Z0 mn in 1997 and Monte Carlo events 
g neratcd with the OT-'A L conftguration in 1997. Data and the results of Monte 
Carlo agree with each other very weU. The differences between them are ta.ken 
iuto consideration in the estimation of systematic error. 

comhined the four-momentttm of tbe new jet P1' is determined by a combination 
formula 

P'' = P,'' + Pf. (5.2) 

Afier this joining, th ·re is a new list of jets. The process continues tll1til every 
remaining 'Vii is larger than a cutofr paran teter, Ycut , which is cal.led a jet resolution 
pantmet r. In this way, c<U"b rv ntis clas.~iflcd as containing two, three, four, etc. 
jets, where the number of jets depeJids on Ycut· When events an~ fo rced to be 
n•ronstructcd as N-jet events, this procedure is repeated unti l the number of jets 
re chr.~ N without setting !Jcut at a fixed value. 
In the Durham algorithm, .!J,; is dcfin d as 

2min(Ef, E'j)(l- cos e.,,) 
y,, = s (5.3) 

2m-in( ltf, E%)(1-cosiJ.,,) is the same as t!Je trMsverse momentum squDicd of th 
lower-energy particle with respect to tbe direction of the higher-energy particle 
in the smaU-1wgJc limit. It can be seen that a particle w.ith low en rgy will be 
combined with anoth~r soft particle only when the angle between them is smaller 
LhM the angle it makes with another particle with higher energy. This is tbc 
superior feature of the DurJ1am algorithm to the JADE algorithm [38]. In the 
.lADE algorithm V;; is defi ned to be 

2E; · E-(1- ·osiJ,;) 
Y;, = 3 

8 
(5.4) 

where two soft particle is easy to be combined even if the angle between them i 
large. Tn this analysis jet reconstruction is done with a jet resolution parameter 
of Ycu1=0.005 if not specified otherwise. 

4 

5.3 Acoplanarity A ngle 

The acoplanarity angle, ¢n£OP> is defined as a supplementary angle in a plane 
perpendicular to ~he beam direct,ion between two jets which ar(' forced using the 
Durham jet algorithm, 

_ (PI X z)(P2 X z) 
cos(7!'-¢ocop)= I _

11 
•

1 P 1 X z P 2 X Z 
(5.5) 

where z is the unit vector of e- beam direction. If any missing particle with 
momentum not along the beam axis exists, the angle between the two jets in ~h0 
transverse plane is not 180°. As a rcsttlt. large aC'oplanarity angl is cxpe<-tcd for 
events including any missing particle(s). 

5.4 Identification of Isolated Photons 

Identifi cation of isolated photons p lays an importnut role in this analysis. It belps 
to reduce background events efficiently. Sever al conditions arc required for EGAL 
clttsters to be id utifietl as isolated photons with high purity. There are two s ts 
of conditions which are optimised separately for the high multiplicity analysis 
and the low multiplicity analysis which will h e described in Section 5. 7. 

• There should not be any associated charged track to the ECA L cluster. 

• 1'lw cluster bas to be iu the region of I cosOcluslcrl ~ 0.90. This r quir meat 
is needed because in the forward region ( I cosBdusLerl > 0.90) nurobcr of 
hit wires in CJ is so small that tbc tracking efOciency t.en.ds to dct:rcasc. 
Tt causes mis-identi fi cation of ECAL clusters originated from electrons as 
those from photons. In addition photons in the forward region is easy 
to generate electro-magnetic showers before reaching ECAL d11e to nwre 
material in that region. In t llis cas it is di!Ticult to identify the photons. 
Also the photons of initial-state radiation are concentrated in th ' forwa.rd 
region . This requirem nt is effective to reduce them. F igttre 5.10 shows the 
angular distribution of the ECAL clusters without any associated charged 
track. Tbe discrepan y between data and Monte Carlo in the fonvard 
region comes from lower efficiency of track reconstruction for data and the 
incomplete modelling of low mass two-photon processes. 

• To reduce final-state radiation background, the cluster energy, Eclus1..,.Should 
oxceed 15 GeV and 5% of the beam energy in t.be high and low multiplicity 
analyses respectively. Figure 5.11 shows the energy distribution of isolated 
photons identified after requesting the other requirements fo r data and ex
pected background, and signa.] Monte Carlo of typical mass combinations. 
The peak which can be seen arow1d 70 GeV in Figure 5.1 1 (a) corresponds 
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m>:i 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 
t:;.M+ GcV OeV GeV GeV GcV GeV GeV GeV GcV 
3.0 GcV 95.2 96.6 96.4 97.2 97.0 97.3 96.8 97.6 96.9 
5.0 OeV 94.'1 95.3 95.5 96.8 96.8 97.2 97.1 96.9 97.3 
10.0 GeV 93.8 94.6 96.2 97.0 96.6 96.6 96.5 96.7 96.3 
20.0 GeV 93.1 94.3 95.3 95.7 96.5 96.4 96.7 96.3 96.1 
rrtx+/2 GcV 92.0 93.9 94.1 95.1 95.2 95.1 95.3 95.7 95.6 
mx.,._-20 GeV 88.5 90.2 90.7 92.7 91.9 92.2 91.5 90.9 91.1 
mii.+-10 GeV 86.1 87.3 87.3 87.4 87.6 87.0 87.0 85.2 80.7 
m:;:+ GeV 81A 82.0 82.7 82.2 82.0 80.2 74.8 62.9 62.1 

Table 5.2: Photon detection efficiencies for each mass combination of mxi and 
D.}.Jf+ = mxi - mxy listed in percent.. Those are estimated at each mass com
bination grid using 2000 xtxl pair production simulated events, that is 4000 
X~ --+ "f G decays. 

to the radiittive-return events. The photon energy of the radiative-return 
eveut E9umma is evaluated as 

_ (J$)2- mi 
E..,- 2..fi . (5.6) 

• Thr isolation conditions are required as energy deposition on cone energies, 
those are: 

(a) sum of charged track momenta, 

(b) l'!um of ECAL cluster energies excluding the primary cluster and 

(c) StLm of TICAL cil,tSter energies 

in 15° half-angle cone for high multiplicity Malysis and 20• half cone for 
low multiplicity analysis. (a), (b) and (c) should be smaller than 1.0 GeV, 
5.0 G V and 5.0 GrV, respectively. Tn Figure 5.12 energy distributions of 
[';CAL and HCAL chtsters iu 15° half-angle cone which satisfy th other 
requirements as fUJ isolated photon are shown for data and expected back
ground, and signal Monte Carlo. 

Total etiiciencics of identifying pboton from x? --+ ')'G rang from 62% to 
97% lepcnding on the mass combination of xt' and x? which decides the whole 
kinematics. They are summarised in Table 5.2 
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Figure 5.10: The angular distribution of the most energetic ECAL cltL~ter which is 
not associated with any charged track and bas clnster energy greater than 10 GeV. 
In (a) are shown the data( filled ci rcles with error bars) and expected b~.ckground: 
eli lepton events (double hatched area), two-photon procc. scs (negative slope 
hatching), four-fermion processes (positive slope hatching) and m!lltihadronic 
events (open area). In (b) predictions from simulated chargino events arc shown 
for Mx± = 90 GeV and with Mx~ = 87 OeV (solid line) and with Mx? = 45 GeV 
(dashed line), assuming 1 oo% branching fractions for x± ---+ xYw±• and ror 
)2°---+ ,6. The oormalisations of the signal distributions are arbitrary. 
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Figure 5.11: The ECAL cluster energy distribution for data and expected back
ground o..re hown in (a) and for simulated signals are shown in (b). The symbols 
and shadings are the same as in Figure 5.1 0. The normal isations of the signal 
di~tribution are arbitrary. 

5 .5 Luminosity 

Tile lu minosity is measured using small-augle Bhabha events d tected in the SW 
calorimnt;!'rs. Bhahha scattering events are selected by r "quiring a high energy 
dust,er in each end of SW, as described below. The energy in each calotimeter bas 
to he at least half of the beam en rgy, and t.he average energy has to be at least 
three quarters of tbe beam energy. Figure 5.13 show$ the couelation of the energy 
of th' SW calorimeter on one end with that on the other end. The two higb"est 
energy clusters are requi red to be back-to-back in ¢, JJ¢11 - <I>I,J- 7rj <200 mrad, 
where ¢11 and ¢L are the azimlttbal angles of the cluster in the righ~- and left-hand 
ca.lori111eter respectively. They areal o required to be collinear by placing a cut 
on tl1c cli fl'erence between the radial position, t!.R = jR11 - RLI < 25 mm, where 
Rn a.nd Rt a r the radial coordi nates of the clusters on a plane approximately 7 
radiation lengths into the calorimeter. T his cut corresponds to an acoLlin a~ity 
ang1e2 of about 10. ·J mrad. The inn r and outer radial cuts on the fiducial region 
d~li mi l; a region between 38 and 52 mrad on one side of the calorimeter, wbkh 
for the opposi te calorim 'ter a widPr zone between 34 and 56 mrad is used. Two 
luminosity measurements are performed; the narrower fiducial region on one side 
plus the wider region on the otlwr side aud vice versa. The final result is tbe 

2The aoollinearity angle i, defined as n supplement:try angle between Lhe two elecwons. 
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Figure 5.12: T he cone energy distributions of ECAL and HC L in 15° half
aiJgle cone about the photon candidates of ECAL cluster for data and expected 
background are shown in (a) and (c) ru1d for sim ulated signals are shown iu 
(b) and (d). In (b) and (d) predictions from si mulated signals o..re shown. The 
symbols and shadi ngs a re t he same aB in Figure 5.10. The arrows sbown indicate 
the position of the cut used to identi fy isolated photons. 
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Figure 5:13: The correlation of the energy (shown as the fraction of the b am en
ergy) of the SW calorimeter on one end of OPAL witiJ that of the SW calorim ter 
on the other end. Tlw Bhabha peak is clearly separated from the off-momentum 
bru-kgron nd. 

average of the two and has no first-order dependence on beam offsets or tilts. The 
rross-seetiorJ for Bhabba scatteri ng <H;cepted by these cuts is calculated using tllc 
Mont!' Carlo program BTTLUMT [39]. The statistical error on the luminosity 
rncasurwrent is 0.26%. The systematic UJlcertainty which arises from theoretical 
knowlf'dge oft he cross-section and detector effects amounts totally to 0.41% at 
183 GcV. 

5 .6 Quality Requirements 

Before applying th ·ut.s, qualitiy selection is doni' for each measured charged 
track aud calorimeter cluster as follows, 

• Good charged track is required to have at least 20 measured space points, 
more than 50% or the hits geometrically e..'>pected, and transvers momen
tum exceeding 100 MeV. 

• ECAL clusters in the barrel region are required to have an energy of at 
least 100 Me , and the clusters in the · ndcaps to have an energy of at least 
250 leV aud contain at least two adjacent lead glass blocks. 

• Clusters in H L are required to have an energy of at least 0.6 G V in the 
barrel and endcaps, and at least 2 GeV in tbe pole tips. 
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Calculatious of experimental variables are performed using the four-momenta 
eva! uated by the algori tltm described in section 5.1 . 

To select well measured events the following preselection criteria are applied: 

• The number of charged tracks satisfying the quality criteria is required to 
be at least two. F'urthermore, the ratio of the number of tracks satisfying 
the qna.lity criteria to the total number of reconstructed tracks is required 
to be larger than 0.2. 

• The tram;vers momentum of the event relative to the beam direction is 
required to be larger than 1.8 GeV. 

• The total energies deposited in each side of the siucon tw1gsten calorimeter, 
forward calorimeter and the ganuna-catcher have to be smaller than 2 G V, 
2 GeV and 5 GeV respectively. 

• The visible illvariant mass of the event has to exceed 3 GeV. 

• The maximum EM cluster energy and the maximum charged track momen
tum have to be smaJJer than 130% of the beam energy. 

After these preselection cuts 24816 data events are selected for further aual
ysis. The number can be compared with 25003.4 which is cxp cted from tlr' 
background imulation. The difl'erence between observed and expcct~:d events 
cm1 be attributed to the incomplete modelung of low mass two-photon processes 
by the available generators. As it will be described later, reducing the two-pboton 
contribution in the course of the analysis will give sat isfactory agrcem nt b ·tween 
data and the background simulation. 

5. 7 Detection of Charginos 

The event samples are divided into two categories in order to optimise tire sen
sitivity, motivated by the topologies expected to result. from cbargino evrmts. 
Separate analyses are applied to each category to obtain optimal performance: 

(A) High multiplicity topologies, with Nch- Nconv > 4, where Nell is lhe total 
number of charged tracks in the event, and Ncouv is the number of charged 
tracks originating from identified photon conversions, 

(B) Low multiplicit ·topologies, with Nch-- cauv ::; 4. 

Photou conversion is identified by the following methods. If a track has its 
partner su<:h that their vertex geometry is consistent with photon conversion or if 
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a track has no corresponding hit on the central detectors (SJ and CV), the energy 
of the associated ECAL cluster is greater than 1 GeV and the cluster is isolated 
from the otb r tracks under the condition of the sum of track momenta inside 20" 
half-angle cone smaller than 5 GeV, the track is identified as the one fr rn photon 
conversion. The difference of effici ncies for photon conversion identi fication be
tween data and Monte Carlo i$ estirnat,ed to be less than 5% relatively [40], which 
is valuated using rr0 --7 TY samples in the region of the photon energy greater 
tlmn 5 G V. In th OPAL detector the number of radiation lengths traver ·ed by 
photons emerging at 90 degree to the z axis is approximately 9% up to the end of 
the C.T sensitive volume. The total +e- pair-production cross section, for pbo
tOll5 with energi~ greater tltan ---1 deY is given by O"e+e- ~ ~(A/XoNA), where 
A is tbe atomic weight of the mateJjal, N 11 is Avogadro's number and X 0 is the 
number of radiation lengths ['12] . lienee, the probability that a photn converts in 
the material is approxmately 7%. Therefore the eiTect of the deiTerence between 
l'mei<'ncies of conversion idllntification for data and Monte Carlo is smaller thau 
0.35%, wl1icb is negligible comparing with t he other sy&i.ematic errors that will 
br considered in Section 5.9. 

The fraction of "Xixl event falling into categori s (A) and (B) for various 
rna..~s cornbinntion of (6.1\lf+ = mxi- 'mx~· m-x:t) are given in Table 5.3. 

5.7.1 Analysis A (Nch- Nconv > 4) 

For reasonably large values of M+, if either X.t or X1 decays haclronica.lly, signal 
evcnt,s tend to fall iuto category (A). As listed in T>tble 5.3, the fraction of xtX.1 
l'Vcuts falling int,o category (A) is 72-90% if t:.M+ is 10 GeV or greater. Tfte 
fraction drops to 'S: 22% for 6./lof+ = 3 GeV since the average charged track 
multiplicity of these events is small. For an event to be considered as a candidate 
it fws to satisfy t.he foil wing criteria.: 

(Al) Th cosine of the polar angle of the missing momentum of the full event 
(induding the .hadron calorimeter) cos Bmiss mttSt satisfy J cos Bm;58 J < 0.95. 
The cos Om;,., distribution is given in Figure 5.15. 

( A2) The momentum of the full event transverse to the beam axis P.HCAL must 
satisfy P.ucAu > 6 GeV. Since the hadron calorimeter has nois and sam
pling nuctuations which can generate apparent transverse momentum, it 
is additionally required that tbe event transverse momentum without the 
hadron calorimeter satis~v P, > 5 GeV. Tbe distribution of P(!CAI, is plotted 
in Figure 5.16. 

(A3) Tbe visible energy of the full event must satisfy Evis < 0.9y's. 
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rn~i 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 DO 
GcV GeV GeV GeV GeV GeV GeV G..V GcV 

t:.M+ Category 
3.0 GeV (A) 22 21 20 22 21 20 18 19 

(B) 78 79 80 78 79 80 82 81 
5.0 G~V (A) 4.8 4.8 47 48 47 47 47 46 

(B) 52 52 53 52 53 53 53 54 
10.0 GeV (A) 73 74 73 72 72 74 711 73 

(B) 27 26 27 28 28 26 26 27 
20.0 GeV (A) 85 83 85 84 85 85 81 85 

(B) 15 17 15 16 "15 15 16 15 
mx.;/2 (A) 85 87 87 87 86 89 89 89 

(B) 15 13 13 13 14 11 11 11 
mx.i (A) 86 89 88 88 90 90 89 88 
-20 GeV (B) 14 11 12 12 10 10 11 12 
mx: (A) 88 88 88 89 89 89 90 89 
-1 0 GeV (B) 12 12 12 ll 11 11 10 ll 
m,xt (A) 88 88 88 88 88 90 90 90 

(B) 12 12 12 12 12 10 10 10 

Table 5.3: The percentages of tbe simulated i:txl event salllples falling int.o 
each of the two categories for xt -t x?w•-t and x~ -t 'YG cleclly, 
where llf+ = rnx+- rrLx_y· Th se percentages have been evaluated 
using 2000 evonts for each mass combination. 

(A4) After forcing the event to be reconstructed into two jets using the Durham 
algorithm, tbc acoplanarity angle between those jets must satisfy ¢.,or> 12°. 
Tbe distribution of ¢amp is plotted in Figure 5.17. 

(A5) Tb event must contain at least one isolated photon with the cluster energy 
of electromagnetic calorimeter greater than 15 GeV which did n t originate 
from a conversion. The photon is required to be iso lated by requirements 
on the maximum allowed energy inside a 15" balf-angle c ne centred on the 
cluster: 

• < 1 GeV charged track scalar momentum sum, 

• < 5 GeV energy sum in the electromagnetic calorimHter, after exclud
ing the energy associated with the photon, 

• < 5 GeV energy sum iu t.he hadron calorimeter. 

The energy of the most energetic photon is p.lotted in Figure 5.18. 
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data total qq('y) _ e (7) 'Ti 4-f xd1 
bkg. 

rn;,t 90 DO 
rn,.. (GeV) 87 45 
cut 

no cuts 2000 2000 
T'resei:±( A) ]1275 10904.. 3410.9 21.8 6770.1 7]5.4 368 1604 
Cut. (AI) 5•103 5566.1 1306.6 13.6 3622.8 623.0 322 1·155 
Cut (A2) 1259 1342.4. 799.0 ll.8 16.1 515.6 319 1439 
Cut (A3) 658 628.5 253.9 10.6 15.9 34.8.2 319 1,134 
Cut (A4) 304. 295 .3 22.1 l.l 6.2 266.0 312 1182 
Cut (A5) 8 lOA 6.8 0.5 0.0 3.3 286 l.OG3 
Cut (J\6) 2 2.6 0.6 0.1 0.0 1.9 264 
Cut. (A7) 2 2.1 0.6 0.1 0.0 1.'1 264 

Table 5.4: The remaining numbers of events after each cut for various back
ground processes normalised to 56.75 pb-1 are compared with data 
for category (A). Numbers for two simulated event samples of X.tx1 
with xt --+ x~w· are also given. 

(AG) Bxcluding t.i.J~ I.Jighest energy photon, the remainder of tbe event is split 
into two jets using tbc Dtlrharn algorithm. The sLLm of the opentng angles 
among the two j ts and the photon is requi red to be Jess than 358°, and 
the invariant ma.ss of tl!e two jet system is required to be less t.hnn 60 GeV. 
Til~ disl ribution of the snm of opening angles is plotted in Figure S.J 9 

(A7) Finally, if at lca.st on~' lepton is idcntiOed, a veto is applied to remove 
vv+w- ~ qq'ev events. fter r moving the most energet.ic lepton, the 
rest of the event, is split into two jets using the Durham algorithm. The 
resulting di-jct inva.ria.nt mass Mjj is required to be less than 60 GeV. It 
is a lso required that the i.nvariant mass formed with tue lepton and event 
missing momentum vector Me-miss is less than 60 GeV. Tn Figme 5.20 the 
rlistribution of the 114ji 1111. Mt-mis.• after cut (A6) is shown for backgmunc! 
H.nd C r simulated chargino events with m;~:;t=90 GeV and rr~-x~=45 GeV. 

Tlw numbers of event,s remaining a.fter each cut are listed in Table 5.4. Two 
events $Urviv the complete analysis. It can be compared with 2.1 e pected 
from Standard Model . ources. One of the candidates in analysis (A) i bown in 
Figur(' 5.14 . For events falling into category (A) the efficiencies for xtx;:_ events 
a.re listed in Table 5.5 for the ~~W·± decay of the :\'1 followed by the 7 G decay 
of the~? "'ith zero lifetime. In illrgc :J.M+ region, energy of photorts from the;\.~ 
dec,ws is liable to be below the cut threshold. In particular, for large mxi the 
ev nt shape i, very similar to w+w- -t qq' ev with a soft photon from the final 
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Figure 5.14: One of the eandidates in analysis (A) shown in X-Y and side view. 
The ECAL duster indicated by an arrow is identified a.s an isolated photon with 
the mea.sured energy of 33.3 GeV. The event missing momentum is 50.3 GeV 
which di.rects t.o 0=1.84 (cos 0=-0.297) and total measured energy is 132.9 G<'V. 
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1'-.M+ 
3.0 GeV 51 57 55 64 65 63 61 68 67 
5.0 GeV 50 55 53 60 64 65 G8 69 71 
10.0 GeV 44 48 53 57 59 G2 64 66 69 
20.0 GeV 33 41 48 48 55 57 GO 63 G4 
mx+/2 28 33 37 40 41 43 46 49 50 

mx+- 20 GeV 21 23 25 2G 28 28 27 25 24 

mx+ - 10 GeV 16 16 18 19 18 18 17 16 8 

mx+ 10 12 14 12 14 10 7 3 1 

Tab! 5.5: The detectiOJJ efficiencies requesting at least one isolated photon 
for events falling into category (A), in p ercent, for 'Xix! with two 
xf= --+ x~w-±, x~ --+ 1G decays normaused to the number of events 
witb Nch - Nconv > 4. 

stat~ radiation. This is the reason why the detection efficiencies drops in that 
region. 

5.7.2 Analysis B (Ncil- Nconv::; 4) 

The low nmlt,iplicity analysis (B) selects the events with at least two charged 
t,racks and at least one photon. ThPre are initially significant number of ba.ck
grou ud!l from lept,onic two-photon collision event , whicb are largely removed b 
requiring that the f'vent bas significant visible e.nergy and missing transverse mo
mentum. After requiring at least oue photon in the event, the largest background 
is from radiative tau pair production, r+r-"(. This is reduced by requiring that 
tli~ vcut b inconsistent with radiative retllrn to the zo with zo --+ r+r-, and 
that the two tau leptons and the photon do not lie ir1 a plane. To be selected as 
candidates, events must sati ty the following set of selection criteria: 

(B1) After forcing the evcut into two jets tL~ing the Du.rham algorithm, the 
acopl.a.narity angle bctweeu those jets must satisfy 1/J"'-"'P > 5°. 

(B2) The visible energ_y of lhc eYent computed with charged tracks and electro
magnetic calorimeter energy, Ev;s, must satisfy 0.15vfs < Evis < 0.90vfs. 
Evis is plotted in Figure 5.21. 

(B3) The cosine of tbe polar angl of the mis ing momentum o:f the event com
puted wil.b charged tracks and electromagnetic calo1·imet r nergy must 
satisfy I cos Omissi < 0.95. 

(B4) The event must contain at 1 ast one photon with an energy greater than 5% 
of the bearn energy whiciJ did uot originate from a conversion. The photon 
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data total qq('Y) e-("1) ''Y'Y' 4- f X1 :\r 
bkg. 

mii~ (GeV) 90 90 
rr'xo (GeV) 87 45 
cut 

no ClJts - - - - 2000 2000 
Presci.+(B) 13541 14099.4 13.6 6439.3 7456.3 190.3 1369 172 
Cut (Bl) 5771 6455.5 1.5 85.0 6256.5 112.6 1319 163 
Cut (B2) 338 293.8 1.2 52.8 147.0 92.8 1319 
Cut (B3) 157 150.2 0.2 41.2 26.2 82.7 1268 
Cut (B4) 24 23.7 0.2 21.1 0.8 1.7 1208 
Cut (B5) 4 4.9 0.0 3.G 0.3 1.2 1067 

Table 5.6: The remainiug numbers of events for data and for various back
ground processf>_s normalised to 56.75 pb-1 are compared after each 
cut. in category (B). 1umbers fo1 two simulated event samples of 
xtx! with xt --+ x.?w~ are also given. 
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is required to be isolated by requi.rements on the maximum allowf'd cnerf,ry 
inside a 20° half-angle cone centred on the cluster: 

• < 1 GeV charged track scalar momentum Slun, 

• < 5 GeV n rgy sum in the electromagnetic calorimeter, after exclud
ing the energy associated with the photon, 

• < 5 GeV energy sum in the hadron calorimeter. 

(B5) Finally, several vetoes against T+r-'Y are applied: 

• The photon energy mu~t be at least 3a7 diiTerent from the energy 
e.xpected from radiative return to the Z0, where a-1 is the est.i.mat~'d 
error on the photon energy. The energy of tl:te most energetic photon 
is plotted in Figlll'e 5.22. 

• The cosine of the pol.ar angle of the photon must satisfY I cos 0,.1 < 0.90. 

• Removing the highest energy photon from the event, the rest of the 
event is inspected to see if it is consistent with a tau pair (either there 
are two identified leptons of any navour, or if tber is one identified 
l.epto:n the remaining tracks are summed and considered as a tau jet. if 
the resulti_ng invariant mass is less than 2 GeV). If there is a possible 
T+T-'Y event, the sum of the openiug angles between the two tau jets 
and the photon must. be less than 358°. 

• If the event is consistent with T+r-,, tbe nergies of the tau leptons 
are estimated by assuming that the angles of the tau leptons are the 
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same as those of the tau jets, using conservation of momentwn and 
energy, allowing for up to one adclitional photon nussing along the 
beam axis. The in~ rrcd di-lepton invariant mass must be at least 
10 GeV diiTerent from tbe Z0 boson mass. 

The number of events remaining after acb cut are listed in Table 5.6. Fo11r 
event,s survive the omplete analysis. The Dilmb r can be compared 'vith 4.9 
exp cted from Standard Model w1uce$. For events falling into category (B) t he 
efficiencies for X.ix1 events are listed in Table 5. 7 for x?W.± decay of the j(f 
followed by the'"'~ G decay of the x? with zero lifetime. 

I m-+ (GcV) x, 
6 M+ 
3.0 GeV 46 ,,5 47 49 48 52 56 64 66 
5.0 GeV 47 47 47 52 51 55 57 62 68 
10.0 GeV 44 49 55 51 53 60 63 67 64 
20.0 GcV 48 51 51 57 55 58 63 67 64 
m~+/2 50 55 53 53 57 63 63 60 63 
mx+- 20 GeV 53 50 53 53 55 63 51 65 57 
mx+ - 10 GeV 46 49 52 55 51 56 59 62 54 
mx+ 46 54 'l6 55 49 52 56 37 53 

Table 5.7: The det<:ction effi ciencies r questing at least on.e isolated photon for 
events faJ iing into category (B), in percent, for "\'ixi with xf ----; 
Xjlw -±, x~ ----; "'G decays normalised to the number of eveuts with 
N<)> - NCO<lV :::; 4. 

5.7.3 Combined Efficiencies and Background for Hx1 
The high and low multiplicity ana lyses (A aJJd B) are combined by adding the 
nLml b rs of se lected events &ld background expectation for the two analyses, and 
then linearly summing t he selection efficiencies weighted by t he fraction of events 
expected t,o fall into lhe two categories. T he combined efficiencies of analysis (A) 
1u1d (B) are given in Table 5.8. 

5.7.4 Detection Efficiencies for Arbitrary Leptonic Branch-
ing Fraction of xf Decay 

The branching fraction for xf' ----; x?etv may vary over a large range up to 
100% when slepton(s) (e andjor i/) is lighter t,han chargi no as disc1.1ssed in Sec
tion 2.3.1. The se lection efficiencies for chargino pai r prod uction i11 the case 
of a 100% branching fraction for ;i} ----; x_~e±v followed by the prompt deca,y 
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I m + (GeV) XI 11 5o 1 55 1 6o 1 65 1 10 1 75 1 o 1 as 1 go 1 

6M+ 
3.0 GeV 46 48 49 50 52 55 59 63 67 
5.0 GeV 48 50 52 54 57 60 63 66 69 
10.0 GeV 44 48 52 55 59 61 64 66 68 
20.0 GeV 36 41 46 51 55 58 GO 63 64 
mx+/2 32 39 38 41 44 46 48 50 51 
mx+- 20 GeV 25 27 29 30 31 3"1 30 30 28 
mx+ - 10 GeV 19 21 22 23 23 22 20 18 14 
mx+ 15 21 17 17 16 14 12 9 5 

Table 5.8: T he combined detection effi ciencies of the two categories in percent 
for xtx1 with X.f ____, x~w·± followed by t he. uecay x~ ____, 1G. 

I m-+ (GeV) x, 11 5o 1 55 1 Go 1 65 1 7o 1 75 1 so 1 so 1 go 1 

6:.111+ 
3.0 GeV 43 43 44 46 49 53 57 62 68 
5.0 GeV 44 43 43 44 46 <19 53 59 65 
10.0 GeV 48 50 52 54 55 57 59 60 62 
20.0 GeV 46 50 53 56 59 61 63 65 67 
mx+/2 53 54 55 57 58 60 62 63 65 
m;r+- 20 GeV 52 54 55 56 57 59 GO 60 61 
mx+- 10 GeV 46 50 52 54 56 57 57 57 56 
117.x+ 48 50 51 52 52 51 50 48 46 

Table 5.9: T he combin ed detection effi ciencies of t he two categories in percent 
for Xix1 with xr ____, x?e±11 followed by t he decay 1? -t "/G. 

~----; "!G are shown in Table 5.9. T hese. effi ciencies are estimated \vi l,h the JOO% 
w<•)± samples, using on ly W±----; f±r; decays. 

For arbitrary leptonic branching fractions, b = Br(X.T ----; e±11) , detection 
effi ciencies, E(b), is estimated like the following. T he events of signal Mon te 
Carlo are divided into t hree cases utilising the iofonn atiOll on xf decay: 

1. Both of xf' decay to leptons 

2. One of X.'/' decays to leptons ru1d the other to hadrons 

3. Both of X[ decay to hadron.~ 

Counting the efficiencies of analyses (A) eA,i M d t hose of (B) en,; separately 
for t hese three cases, M el swnmiog up t hose values with appropriate weights 
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lincarl.v as indicated below, detectio11 efficiencies for arbitrary branching fraction 
arc obtained. 

3 

E(b) =I: {R.; x eA.• + (1- R..) x eB,J x Br, (b) (5.7) 
i = l 

where Br1 (b)= b2
, Br2(b) = 2b(J -b), Br3(b) = (1- b)2 and R.. is the fraction 

of events which falls into the category (A) each for three cases. 

It was verified u~ing two-body decay Monte Carlo (xf -t l±v with e± -t x? 
followed by X~ -t ')'G) that the efficiency for the two-body decays is higher than 
the efficiency for three-body decays if ml± - mx? > 5 GeV, so these efficiencies 
are generally somewhat conservative. The result of this comparison is shown in 
Table 5.10 The leptonic decay efficienci•s are similar to the 100% W(•J± case, 
ultho1rgh they are higher in the region with large 6.M+. 

x.r -+ w(·l±x~ xt-) f±v 
with w (·)± -) e±v with t±-+ x? 

m(e±)= m(e±)= m(e±)= m{e±)= 
65.0±1.5% 50 GeV 55 GeV 65 GeV 75 GeV 

67.1±1.5% 68.3±1.5% 67.8±1.5% 65.6±1.5% 

Table 5.10: Detec~ion efficiencies for xix1 with Xf -t e±,/ t.hrougb wC•J± 
aud f± followl'd by the decay X.? -+ 7G, where m(xf)=90 GeV , 
rn( ~\1)=15 GeV. Four cases are shown for decays through tfr : 
m(e±)=50, 55, 65 nne! 75 GeV. 

5. 7.5 D etection Efficiencies for Arbitrary x? Lifetimes 

As shown in Section 2.2, decay length of x? -t 'YG ranges from ,...,J Jnn to the scale 
great<~r tha.n the size of the detector. lt1 this section we consider the detection 
eflicicnf'ies for the case of arbitrary x? lifetimes, wh.ich is of particular interest 
siu<·c the lifetime is, for all practical purpose, arbitrary, and a long-lived x~ ma,y 
have escaped the previous det.ectiou. 

Tf one of the -? -t ')'G decays occurs outside the detector, its missing energy 
will cfl'ect all event quantitie (visible energy, transverse momentum, etc.) , ru1d 
W~ must reJy OU Ollr ability tO find the Single remaining phOt,on. 1f both \'? -) 
')'G decays occur outside the detector volume, we rely on the graYity-mediated 
rbarginofneutralino seru·ch performed by the OPAL collaboration [41]. 

The signal Monte Carlo simulation with a zero xY lifetime is tttilised also for 
the nOJl-'~li!rO lifetime case, using the information about the Xo -t r 1G decays 
stored with the events. sswning a given X.~ lifetime, r, the r c~nstructed eve~t 
information is modified according to following algorithm: 
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• The decay length at the x? rest frame (ct) of each x? is randomly determined 
using an exponential distribution with mearJ c:r. 

• The known mmnentum and mass of the X.? a.re used to calculate its decay 
length, (3')'d:. 

• Tf the x? -t ')'G occurred outside th~ iJlllCf radi us of the electromagnetic 
calorimeter, it is assumed that the 'Y is not, obocrved, and the relevru1t 
event quMtities are adju ted accordingly. If litis photon was identified, it 
is remO\·ed from t.he event recon truction. 

• If t he 'X? -t 7G occurred inside the hadron calorimeter, it is cons >rvat.ively 
assumed that the high multip licity analysis ltas zero efficiency. 

It has been verified with full Monte Carlo simulation using a subset of r;hargino 
masses ( mxt =50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 GeV) and a range of lifetimes (£:r = 1, 10, 
100 and 1000 metres) that the efficiencies estimated with the zero lifetime Monte 
Carlo a.re always uncleresti mated(~5%). The conservatism arises principally by 
1wderestirnating the detection efficiency for photons from x? ---+ 1c inside the 
electromagnetic calorimeter. For longer lifetimes, we a lso consider the gravity
mediated chargino search, by conservatively assuming that it has zero eflicicncy 
if either x? decays inside the outer radius of the hadron calorimeter. 

5.8 D etection of Neutralino 

The high and low multipl icity ru1alyses ulso have reasonable efficiency for the 
associate~ pair produ tion process x.gx_?, with xg-+ X.~Z(·J foUowed by the cl rays 
X~ -t ')'G. Using the same procedure l'or combining the two aualyses as for 
the chargino limits, the combined efficiencies fo r x_gx.? production are listed in 
Table 5.11. 

5.9 Systematic Errors and Corrections 

Systemati<; errors on the number of expected signal events arise from the follow
ing sources: the measurement of the integrated luminosity (0.5%); Monte Carlo 
statistics for t.be signal samples, and interpolatio11 errors when determining the 
efficiencies at arbitrary rnxt and 6.M+ (typically 5%); modelling of t.he cut vari
ables in the Monte Carlo simu1ations3 (5-l 0%), which is summarised in Table 5.9; 
gaugino .field content of the x± and ):0 which can lead to dilTerent angular distri
butions for productions and decays ( < 5%). Sine the analyses require at least 

''This is estimal.ed by comparing Lhe efficiencies obtained by shifting each Cllt variable by 
it error. The error is determined by studying the cliiTerences between the data and the Mon1c 
Carlo in the samples wit.h high statistics. 



mx• + mx• (GeV) 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 

1'-..Mo 
3.0 GeV 40 40 41 112 43 45 48 51 55 
5.0 GeV 49 4!) 49 50 51 53 56 58 62 
10.0 GeV 50 52 54 57 59 62 64 66 68 
20.0 GeV 17 50 53 55 58 61 64 67 70 
30.0 GeV 47 51 56 61 67 
50.0 GeV - 41 - 48 - 54 57 
70.0 GeV 21 - 31 - 39 - 47 53 
80.0 GeV 16 20 24 28 33 37 41 45 49 
90.0 GeV 9 15 23 32 43 
110.0 GeV 6 - 11 17 25 -
·130.0 GeV n - 15 - 16 -
150.0 GeV 12 - 8 -
170.0 GeV 6 3 

Table 5.1 1: Th combined detection efficiencies of the two categories in percent 
for xgx~ with xg ~ x~z· followed by the decay x? ~ '"(0. 

one relatively energetic photon in tbe detector, the trigger inefficiency is expected 
to h • negligible. 

The systematic errors on the expected nwnber of background events are deter
rnincd from : Monte Carlo statistics in the simulat d backgro1111d t>vMts (typically 
5%) ; modelling of the cut variables (10-20%), which is summarised iu Table 5.!) 
for analysis (A) and (B). The rate of events iu which random energy depositions 
in t he forward d tector. exceeds the veto thresholds used in the preselection is 
cstin1ated from luminosity weighted random beam crossing events to be 4.5%. 
Since this cfrect is not inc'luded in the Monte Carlo si mulations, the ltuninosity 
is rcdu ·ed by this facto r when deriving limits with the data. 

A<'oplanarity Angle 
Visible Energy 
Phot.on Energy 
Photon Isolation 
Total 

Analysis (A) 
3.4% 
3.8% 
6.1% 
8.9% 
12% 

Analysi, (B) 
0.50% 

negligible 
2.0% 
2.0% 
30% 

Table 5.12: The systematic errors on the nwnber of e:x.peded signal events which 
arise from modelling of the cut v-ariable . 
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Acoplanarity Angle 
Visible Energy 
Photon Energy 
Photon Isolatiou 
Total 

Analysis (A) 
2.3% 
4.6% 
8.8% 
21% 
24% 

Analysis (B) 
8.0% 
0.5% 
8.0% 
4.0% 
12% 

Table 5.13: The systematic rrors on the e-xpected number of background events 
caused by modelling of the cut variables. 

OPAL Preliminary 

0.5 1 
coseoniss coselniS.<o 

Figure 5.15: Tbe distribution of the event missi.ng direction for events in category 
(A) after preselection. Tn (a) are shown the data and the pre<liction from different 
background processes. The symbols and shadings are the same as in Figure s.·1 0. 
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Figure 5,16: The distributions of the event transverse momentum, ?t, for events 
in category (A) after cut (Al). ln (a) are shown the dat.a and the prediction 
[rom different background processes. The symbols and shadings are the same as 
in Figure 5.1 0. 

(b) 

50 LOO 150 
<l>acopf degree 1 

Figure 5.17: The dist.ributions of the event acoplanarity augle, ¢;..,
01

, for events 
in category (A) after cut (A3). The symbols and shadings are the ame as in 
Figure 5.1 0. 
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Figure 5.18: Tbe distributions of the energy of the most energetic photon , Ey, for 
events in category (A) after cut (A4). The symbols and hadings are the same 
as in Figure 5. I 0. 
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Figure 5.19: The distribution of the sum of th opening angles among tbe two 
jets a.nd the photon, for events in category (A) after cut (A5). The symbols and 
shadings are the sam as in Figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5.20: Tb distributions of the Mli vs. M t-mis.• for events in category (A) 
after cut (A6), (a) for background and (b) for simulated chargino events with 
Mx -r = 90 G V and M.i:? = 45 GeV. Events in the shaded region are rejected 
with this cut. 
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Figure 5. 21: The distributions of the visible energy, E.;., divided by the centre
of-mass en rgy, Ecm 1 in category (B), after cut (82). Tbe symbols and shadings 
arc the same as in Figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.22: The distributions of the photon energy minus that expected from 
radiative return to the Z0

, OE~, divided by its error, a~ io category (B), after 
cut (B5). The symbols and shadings are the sarne a~ in Figure 5.16. 
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Chapter 6 

Results 

Siru:e no excess over the expectation from Standard Model sources is observed, 
the limits on the production cross sections of cbarginos and neutralinos are es
tablisbecl. 

6.1 Limits on the Production Cross Sect ions 

Tntcrpolating the detection efficiencie in Table 5.8 to obtain the efficiency at 
arbitrary (rnx+,il.M+) and considering· the total of 6 events observed with 7.0 
expcct,ed fran; background sources, production cross section limit contours are 
sb wn in Figure 6.1. Th' final limits are eomputed using the PDG method (42]. 
Systematic >rrors are incorporated using the m thod which is uggested in Ref
er nc [43]. 

Limits on the produ<tion cross se ·tion for xgx? in the case of a 100% branching 
fraction for x.g -+ x?z<·l followed by the prompt decays x? -+ -yG are also shown 
in Figure 6.2. The re~:.riou mx~ + m;:? < mz is not considered in this analysis 
b<:caus tlr sensitivity was e:x-perted to be higher at Js ~ mzo (44]. 

Based on the obtained efficiencies with the method described in Section 5.7.4, 
limits on model independent cross sections can also given on the chargino pair 
production with arbitrary Jeptonic hranclting fTaction in their decays. Some 
example Limits on the chargino pair production cross ection -vs. tbe brartching 
fraetion for xf-+ x?e±v are shown in Figure 6.3 for mX'/'=90 GeV. In that figure, 

th(' shadf'd region indicates leptonic branching Fractions smaller than 100% w<·l 
decays, wlticlr wo1tld not occur in the framework of the GMSB model since the 
squarks are expected to be heavy. 

For arbitrru·y x? lifetimes, the production cross section limit is obtained with 
the efficiencies estimatt>d using the method shown in Section 5.7.5. ln Figure 6.4, 
lirnits on the chargino pair production cross section foT three exrunple il.M+ with 
mxt =90 GeV arc shown. At large (.Tin this figure the limits from the gravity
mediated cbargino search [41] are includ d, and thus all 0 < c:r < is covered. 
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Limits at large c:r an: obt,aiJJed by scaling Rp tbe limit in the gravity-mediated 
chargino sear<'h with the fractiou of events in which both of neutralinQ$ decay 
outside tbe detector volume for given cr. The fractiollS are estimated using tJJe 
signal Monte Carlo of zero lifetime with the method described in Sc ·tion 5.7.5 

Using the same method, in Figure 6.5 limits Oil the xg:X? produ tion ross 
section for arbitrary :X~ lifetimes are given for the cases of (mX~' mx?l =(95 GeV, 
85 GeV), (135 Ge\i, 45 GeV) and (160 GeV, 10 GeV). 

6.2 Limits in the M2 vs. J..L P lane 

Results of the Limits on the chargino production cross section ru·e transformed 
back into the M2 vs. f.L plane, where M2 is the SU(2) gaugino mass and /.!is the 
Higgs superpoterltial mixing parameter. Alt,hough from given input parameters 
at. messenger scale GMSB models can compute M2 at the clectrowea.k s ·ale by 
usiug the RG equations, and f.l from the relations among the Diggs sector mass 
parameters obtained by imposing eleetroweak symmetry breaking, it can be use
ful to set t.be limits in the plane wbich is familiar from existing gravity mediated 
SUSY interpretations (45]. Excluded region in the M2 vs. f.l plane at 95% confi
dence level concluded from tlw xtxl search results for four selected X? lifetimes 
are sb.own in Figure 6.6 for tan (3=2 a.nd iu Figure 6.7 for tan (3=35. Since the 
100% w <•)± deca,y efficiencies are always less thru1 or equal to those with higher 
leptonie branching fractions, they are conservativcJy used for lhe limit caltula
tion. Tbe xixl procluctio11 cro s section is deternlint:d by its field content ancl by 
the mass of the v., whicl1 contributes to the production via t-chilllnel e.xchange. 
Tn this calculation the mass of the ,;. is valuated as follows. From Equations 
(2.4) and (2.5), /11!2 and m;,, can be written at the messf'nger scale as 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

Neglecting evolution of m~. Crom the mesr;engcr scale the electrowea.k scale and 
1\SSuming the number of messengers equal to one, m;,, can be evaluated from 
given M2. 

6.3 Ljmits in the Minimal GMSB Model Pa
rameter Space 

Results of the limits on chargino production cross section are transformed also 
into the minimal gauge-mediated SUSY breaking parrur1eters described in S c
tion 2.1: 
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(N=l, tan {3, A, sign(/~). lvf) 

wiH're N is the number of messengers, tan !3 is the ratio of Yacuurn expectation 
val11es of lliggs bosons, /\ is a parameter to set the overall scale for th<: super
partner spectrum and M is the scale of the messenger(s). In th<' minimal model, 
giving those values sets the boundary conditions at the messenger scale and the 
masses of sparticles at electroweak scale are calculated according to the RG equa
tions. Although the parameter /.1. is not determined by the underlying theory, it 
ran be coni pnted from the condition of correct electroweak breaking [5] as shown 
in Section 2.1. Since t.he mass of tie can be also computed together with the field 
content of a chargino fTom input parameters with R.G evolution, the production 
cross section of chargino pair is obtained at arbitrary point in the parameter space. 

In Figure 6.8, the excluded region in the A vs. M p lane at 95% confidence 
level is shown for the case of tan (3 = 2 and cr(x~ -t 1G) = 0 with sign(J.I.) > 0, 

=1 and mt011=l75 GeV. Inside the scanned parameter space X~ is a lways the 
l\l,SP and all of the final states of xtxl productio.n are covered by this analysis 
even when the e is lighter than xt and the leptonic branching fraction of xt 
is equal to 100% due to the conservative estimation of the detection efficiencies 
using the 100% W(•)± decay sarople of Xf'. 

Figure 6.9 suows the excluded region in t he tan (3 vs. 1\ plane for the case 
of 111=100 'Ii V and cr(x? -t 1G) = 0, sign(J.I.) > 0, N=l and ml.t1],=175 GeV. 
Tb dashed lin indicates the kinematic limit for the chargino pair production. 
Contour, of consta~1t. slepton masses are also shown. 

Th stau mass cigenst.ates (7\,7'2) have a different featme f1·om those of tht! 
other sleptons. The stau mass mat,ri:x is given by [5] 

2 _(m~c +m;' - (~ - sin2 0w)cos2.BM~ mr(A-r -J~tan,B) ) 171
' - rt~,-(Af - f.L tan fl) m~R + m~ - (i- sin2 tlw) cos 2/JM~ 

(6.3) 
wl1ere /If iB tri-linear A term for the f. 
Due to the large mixing effect b tween the left and right ha~1ded f for large tan (3 
aust~d by the off-diagonal terms proportional to no,., the ugbter mass eigenstate 

off (ft) can be lighter han the X~· In particular, for e>.:trcmely large values o( 
taJl {3, the f mas~-squar d becomes negative which is shown as a hatched region in 
FiguT 6.!J. For the region where f is the NLSP the final state of X.( xi production 
is rr+X+(rnissing energy) and th~tt region can not be excluded by this analysis, 
though some area should have been already excluded by the acoplanar di-lepton 
, earch [20]. 

ln t be region where ~he x? is the NLSP, slepton mass can be lighter than the 
lightest ~hart,rino and kinematically accessible region for slcpton pair production 
exteuds (.o larger M tha~1 for cbargino pair production. In such region , slepton 
P<lir production results in the final state of U/''1' +X+(missing energy) through 
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e ~ ey_y followed by the decay of x? -t 7G. Since this final state is similar to 
the event. of cha.rgino production with 100% lept.onic decay branching fraction , 
it is e.xpected that the low multiplicity analysis described in SectioL1 5. 7.2 ha.~ 
significant detection efficiencies. 

Tn any case when the signal is established, it is important t.o study t,he d ·Cay 
length of tb.e NLSP (X~) by which the SUSY breaking scale (../F) can be evaluated 
with Equation (2.14). Although it is impossible to find the deeay point insid the 
detectorJ , the decay length could be evaluated roughly by counting the fraction of 
the events which contains two, one and zero isolated photons. Figure 6.10 shows 
how t he fra<:tioo changes depending on the decay length of the x? [or the case 
of chargino pair production with typical mass combination of ""xt=90 G V and 

m-o=45 GeV. Tn the shaded region (cr ~ 2-100 m), some events contain only one 
is~t'ated photon and others contain two isolated photons though events without, 
any isolated photons can not b detected by this analysis but could be clet ected 
by the gravity-mediated chargino search. This information can be transfered to 
the allowed region of ,jF ~ 4 x l 05 -106 GeV" using Equation (2.14). Jn shorter 
decay length region, events with two isolated photons could be always detect,ed 
by this analysis except ones escaping the detection due to inefficiency and the 
upper limit of VF could be obtained. However tb.is situation means that_ t:h<' 
couptiug of the G with particles is so strong that th , ignal such as r+e- -t aa~, 
is expected to be observed [46]. The e.xcess of the cross eetion of the vent tha.u 
the Standard Model background such as e+e- ~ vwy is abl to limit tbe allowed 
region of n. In longer decay length region, th signal can not be detect.t•d by 
this amilysis at all but the gravity-mediated chargino search could detect the 
signal. In this case lower limit of H would be obtained. Recently it ha~ be o 
proposed as a future project in the CERN LHC to detect a slow decay of th 
X~ by eonstructing a dedicated experiment witb a thick iron shield arottnd the 
collision point foUowed by a long decay tunnel with detectors which can measure 
the photon direction a~ the end [47]. 

1 For the case of slP.pton NLSP, the decay poinL can be found at lhe kink position in l.hc 
tracking de~eclor. The distribution of the length between that position and the vertex can be 
translated to the de~.ay length. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

1 sing the data sample of 56.75pb- 1 collected at .JS ~ 183 GeV with the OPAJ, 
detector, the pair production of the lightest charginos and the associated pair 
prodttdioJJ of the second-lightest and lightest ueutralinos have been searched for, 
in the context of gauge-mediated SUSY breaking scenarios. 1o evidence for their 
existence was found . 

Limits on the model-independent production cross sections are given for the 
processes e+e---) xi X.! and e+e---) x8x~ supposing the decays ofX.t--) WH±x_~ 
and x~--) z(·ly? followed by x? --) ~rG with zero lifetime. Limits with arbitrary 
rhargiuo leptonic branching fractions and lifetim are inferred and e..\:cluded rf'
gions in the Ah vs. 1-" plane with different NLSP lifetimes arc presented incorpo
rating the results of the cbargiuo search in the gravity-mediated SUSY breaking 
model by the OPAL collaboration. Limits with arbitrary lifetime of X:~ bad not 
been prrs nted before this work. We would like to stress that this work has est.ab
liB •d a method to Rtudy the gauge-mediated SUSY breaking model (Dq)erimentally 
considering non-zero lifetime of NLSP which is one of the striking features in this 
class of models. Excluded regions in the parameter space, 1\ vs. M and tan {J vs. 
1\ planes of the lllinimal GMSB model arc also presented. 

Tn this analysis, it is always supposed that the x~ is t.hc LSP. However in 
more general models where number of messengers can be greater than one (and 
also in large tan {J region), the slcpton can be the NLSP. As shown in Section 2.3.2, 
e.\:pccted signals for this case are multi-lepton final states with missing energy or 
greater tbm1 minimum ionizing tracks in the tracking detector. 

The gauge-m diated SUSY breaking model is very predictive M for the phe
nomenology at low-energy scale only with a handful of parameter and it has 
a very attractive fea.LUre of the supprcs ion of FC C's without any fine tuning. 
If the signal of gauge-mediated SUSY breaking model is established, the SUSY 
breaking scale can b found by the measurement of lifetime of the NLSP decay. 
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Sti.U more subjects have to be studied e.."\-perimentally. 
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Appendix A 

SUSY particles 

!Tiggs bosons and superpartners in the MSSM and the GMSB model are listed 
in Table A.l. 

Particles Spin R-parity Mass eigeustatcs Gauge eigenstates 
Higgs bosons 0 +1 h H 0 A [J± lfu Ha rr;; lia 

iiL lin dL dn. iiL 1ln. dL dn 
squarks 0 -1 cL en ih sn CJ, en sL sn. 

tt t2 bt b2 t1, tn bL GR 
CL en ;;. eL en;;. 

slcptons 0 -1 ilL iJ,n ;;~ TtL illl i)~ 
7\ f2 ii.,. TL in. ii.,. 

neutralinos 1/2 -l x~Y8~x~ BW0 H~H~ 
charginos 1/2 -1 xTXf w+ u;;,- Hd 

gluino 1/2 -l g g 
graviti110 3/2 -] G G 

Table 1\.J.: Higgs bosons and superpartners. 
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Appendix B 

Field contents of gauginos 

The higgsinos and electroweak gauginos mix with each other due to tb ffects of 
electrowcak symmetry breaking. The neutral higgsinos (flu, lid) and the neutral 
gauginos (B, l1"1°) mix to form four neutral mass eigenstutes called neutralinos. 
The charged higgsinos (li;J:, fi;;) and winos (TiV+, ~if-) mix to form two mass 
eigcnstatcs with charge ±J cal led charginos. 

B.l Neutralinos 

The ncutralino mass eigenstates arc denoted by x~ (i=1,2,3,4) where m-<? < 
mx~ < m~g < ntx~· ln the gauge eig('!nstat.c basis 'f/;0 = (B, ~V0 , i!", fld) , 1 he 
neutraliuo mass terms in the Lagrangian are 

where 

( 

/1.(1 

M·o = O 
x -cos {:1 sin Owrnz 

sin (J sin Owmz 

0 
M2 

cos fJ cos Owmz 
- sin fJ cos Owmz 

(B.l) 

-cos {J sin Owmz sin {J sinlhvmz l 
cos,BcosOwmz -sin{JcosOwmz 

0 -tL 
-p 0 

(8.2) 
Tl.te field contents of tbe mass eigenstates arc given by x?=N'l/;0 with a unitary 
matrix N which diagonarizes M ;t•· The mixing matrix N is parametrised by 
llf,, M2ttand tan {:1 but the results are rather complicated to b written in a simple 
form. However in the limit mz «: IJ.tl, which is favoured in the GMSB models, 
the masses of x0s can be written with a good approximation. 
F'or X~ and X:g, they are given by 

(B.3) 
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(D.4) 

B.2 Charginos 

ThP chargino rna; s eigenstates are dcnot.ed by xf (i=l,2) where rnx± < m;;;±· [n 
_ _ - _ I 2 

th gauge eigenstate ba~is ,p± = (W+, H;t, w- , TI;;), the chargino mass terms in 
t.he Lagnu1giao are 

(B.5) 

where, in 2 x 2 block form, 

( 
o xr) 

M x± = X 0 ; X_ ( M2 .../2sinf3mw ) . 
- .../2 cos !3mw JL (B.6) 

Tbe mass eigenstate. are written as follows, 

( xt ) ( vv+ ) xt = v lr;; ; ~~ = U -( -- ) ( wr- ) 
X2 II;; 

(B.7) 

with two unitary 2 x 2 matrixes U ann V which diagonarize X as 

urxv-1 = ( mxr 0. ) • 

0 mxi (B.B) 

Because then' arc only 2 x 2 mat rices, th • masses of chargiuos are written ex
plicitly as 

m~t = i [(Mi + tt" + 2n~v)- V(Mi + tt2 + 2m~vJ2- 4(p/\1[2 - m~ in2f3)2] 

(Il.9) 

m~i' = ~ [(M] + tt
2 +2m~)+ V(Mi + ~'2 + 2m~,)2 - 4(~iM2 - m~vsin 2.BJ2] 

(B.lO) 
T11 the limit mz « l!tl, yf' is wino like ru1d xi is higgsino like with masses 

~ \If _ m~v(M2 + JlSin 2/3) 
mx±-12 2 2 

' tl - M2 
(B.ll) 

{B.l2) 
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Appendix C 

Particle ID 

C.l Electron ID 

In the algorithm to calculate the energy fl ow electron identification tool based on 
the neural net technique is employed. There arc 12 input variables to the neural 
net listed below. 

• P the momentum of the track 

• CT co~ 8 of the track 

• DEDX dEfdX in CJ 

• DDED the error on dE/dX 

• ECLOP the energy of the ECAL cluster associated to the track divid~d by 
the momentum P. 

• NBLO t he total number of blocks in the EGA L cluster. 

• EOVP Ecor&e over P where Eco11e is I he energy in the ECA L blocks whose 
center is contained within a 30 mrad ha lf cone around the track. 

• NBECO number of possible blocks for E"""". Ranges from 0 to 4 (0 when 
there is no cluster associated t.o the track). 

• EOVE2 Eame OYer Econc2 where Econe2=Econe + all adjacent blocks. 

• EDPH absolute <P diffcren e between track and ECAL cluster. 

• EDTH 8 difference betweeii track and ECAL cluster. 

• PBPE presam pler multiplicity. 
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Th(' n ural n t is trained on the Monte Carlo samples in order to discriminate 
electrons from hadrons with the momentum greater than 2 GeV. Efficiency in 
electrons and probability of mistaging a hadron as an electron are 77.4% and 
0.151% respectively. 

C.2 Muon ID 

i\s for muon identWcatiou there exist three types of muon identification criteria 
and if any of the criteria is satisfied, the track and the associated duster is 
ideutificd as a muon. Those criteria are listed below. 

• Using ECAL/TOF information, 

- The track should match with the ·luster iu the muon detector, 

- sh011ld fulfil the kao.n rejection requirement by dE/clx measurement, 

- should have matching TOF or ECAL cluster and 

- measured energy by ECAL cluster should be s maller than 3.0 GeV. 

• sing HCAL information, 

- The tra('k hould match with the clusters in the muon detector, 

- should fulfil lhe kaou r •jection requirement by dE/dx measurement 
and 

- should be identified as a muon track with HCAL by requiring con(li
tions on i he number of hit layers and the last hit layer. 

• For the track which goes through the holes in tlw muon detector, 

- The tra'k should be identified as a muou track with hadron calorimeter 
selection same> as B2, 

- should fulfil the kaon rejection reqttirement by dEdx measurement and 

- should have matching TOP or ECAL cluster. 
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